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Gov. Mike Easley signed the “Education Revenue Act” amid great fanfare at a ceremony Sept. 26 at Wiley Elementary School in Raleigh.

Local School Districts Look For Quick Savings

In fiscal crisis, some urge
careful study of research
on program effectiveness

Continued as “A Second Look,” Page 3

By SHERRI JOYNER
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

A lready expecting cuts, districts are
in the midst of balancing their own
budgets. Some North Carolina

school systems are expecting to lose several
millions of dollars, depending on what the
General Assembly decides. And a few ex-
pect reductions in federal funding, too.

Nonteaching positions will be the first
place that many districts make cuts. Don
Martin, superintendent of Winston-Salem/
Forsyth County Schools, has suggested cut-
ting vacant positions, including assistant
principal and curriculum-coordinator po-
sitions. Dr. Mary McDuffie, superintendent
of Northampton schools, has also said her
district will cut positions.

Bladen County school board members
are planning to eliminate staff positions in
the central office. Superintendent Byron
Lawson said that district officials would not
reduce teacher positions, but that athletics
and physical education programs may be
cut.

Guilford County Superintendent Terry

Grier presented a detailed district budget
in May that included a 23-item list of pos-
sible cuts. At the top of the list was a pro-
posal to cut 39.5 central office positions and
create a two-tiered busing plan for schools
in the district. Board members didn’t
readily accept Grier’s plan but did decide
to look at each item of the budget. Grier’s
original list had added up to $17.5 million
in savings and 364 positions.

Last year, Guilford County’s school
budget painted a different picture. Grier
asked for an additional $7.74 million last
summer to create several new initiatives
and increase teacher and employee pay.
Now Guilford and other districts are strug-
gling to continue new programs that were
started in the last few years.

Not all districts are expecting to make
cuts. Randolph county commissioners are
discussing using reserves to provide greater
funding for Randolph County Schools and
Asheboro City Schools. Robert McRae,
Randolph schools superintendent, is ask-
ing for $350,000 to fund a new middle
school. Commissioners are hoping the Gen-
eral Assembly will give them the authority

to levy a half-cent sales tax to offset the cost.
Orange County school board members

are also talking tax increases. School board
member Keith Cook wants a district school
tax to ensure Orange County students re-
ceive the same educational opportunities as
students in the Chapel Hill school district.
Chapel Hill receives $3,366 per pupil in lo-
cal funds, more than any other district in
the state. Orange County isn’t far behind.
The district receives $2,366 per pupil in lo-
cal funds, ranking it fourth in the state. The
average North Carolina district receives
$1,304 per student in local funds.

The story of local budget crunches are
similar across the nation. Clark County,
Nevada has been innovative in cutting
costs. The district asked staff to conserve
energy by turning off unused equipment
and coming in as early as 4:30 a.m. so they
could leave by 12:30 p.m. The district ex-
pects to save $1.7 million in air-condition-
ing costs this summer. Schools have also
been asked to turn off vending machines.
The cost of operating all 4,000 vending ma-
chines in the district is about $1.4 million
each year.              CJ
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In September 2001, Gov. Mike Easley
signed a “budget for education.” It
began last summer as the “Education

Revenue Act.” At least that is what support-
ive legislators were calling it. Now their
hopes for education spending to continue
significant growth during an economic
slowdown are fizzling as the state’s bud-
get deficit has forced lawmakers to trim
many government programs—including
those in education.

Cutting hundreds of millions of dol-
lars in the state budget without affecting
education expenditures would be a difficult
task. Education is by far the largest item in
the state budget. More than half of the bud-
get every year goes to education alone.

But some analysts point out that find-
ing savings in education budgets need not
harm academic achievement and should
come where taxpayers get the least bang for
their buck. Some education programs can
be cut without harming the classroom, they
say, pointing to North Carolina’s multimil-
lion-dollar annual investment in national
board certification for some teachers.

National board certification

This year the state will spend at least
$15.3 million on teachers who have already
received certification from the National
Board for Professional Teaching Standards.
But according to several independent schol-
ars, there is no evidence to support the
premise that nationally certified teachers
boost student achievement.

North Carolina heavily subsidizes the
program, which costs taxpayers about
$6,692 for every newly certified teacher. The
costs are incurred in test fees and substi-
tute pay. Candidates for national certifica-
tion receive three days of paid leave to pre-
pare for the test. North Carolina law allows
state-paid teachers with at least three years
of experience, the following:
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George Stephens, an adjunct scholar
with the John Locke Foundation
and an economics and real estate

consultant in Raleigh, will be the featured
speaker at a Locke Foundation luncheon in
Raleigh on Wednesday, July 17. The pro-
gram will start at noon at the Brownstone
Hotel.

Stephens is the author of Locke, Jefferson
and the Justices: Foundations and Failures of
the U.S. Government (Algora Publishing,
New York, N.Y., Spring 2002), a history of
how 17th Century Englishman John Locke
influenced American government. He
taught economics at North Carolina State
University for several years.

His many articles for the Locke Founda-
tion and its newspaper, Carolina Journal,
have dealt with such topics as transporta-
tion policy, land use, property rights, and
the history of political thought. He is also
the author of “City Planning and Property
Rights: Rethinking Regulation,” a Locke
research paper. His career in public policy
includes positions in local, state, and fed-
eral government.

He received an undergraduate degree
in economics from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1952 and a mas-
ters degree in city and regional planning
there in 1958. He served in the United States
Navy from 1952 through 1956 as an officer,
first on the USS Rolette, an amphibious
forces ship, and then on the submarine USS
Blackfin.

In his latest book on Locke, Stephens
says Locke’s writings and beliefs were all-
important, because he explained why gov-
ernment was created. The Founders con-
sciously wrote his principles into the Decla-
ration of Independence and the Bill of Rights
of the Constitution, so there is little doubt of
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•�In September 2001, Gov. Mike Easley
signed a  “budget for education.” It began
last summer as the “Education Revenue
Act.” At least that is what legislators were
calling it. Now hopes for education to re-
main a priority during North Carolina’s
budget disaster are fizzling as officials look
for ways to reduce many government pro-
grams—including those in education.
                                                                Page 1
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•�North Carolina spends more than $14 mil-
lion a year on salaries for state employees
whose job is to provide the public informa-
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• Fresh off his successful promotion of
adorning Capitol statues in Carolina Hur-
ricanes game jerseys, Gov. Mike Easley has
his eyes set on another sports campaign.
Easley’s newly formed sports promotion
commission announced a new campaign to
highlight the recent successes of a local
middle school swim team.                 Page 24
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George Stephens

their intent. Stephens demonstrates that the
concept of a “living constitution,” one that
changes with the common law, has no basis
in law or history. The Framers intended
that their words and their interpretation be
followed, except where amended by the
procedure specified in the U.S. Constitu-
tion.

Interpretation is revealed in U.S. Su-
preme Court opinions, and Stephens traces
Lockean principles throughout the court’s
history, discussing the 19th Century in
which they were honored and the 20th Cen-
tury in which they were not. In recent opin-
ions he finds reason to believe that the
“welfare state” may be on the way out in the
21st century.

Stephens’s book explains why the New
Deal was unconstitutional, and it includes a
calculation of a current budget sufficient to

support the constitutional operations of the
federal government. The budget is 20 per-
cent of the one Congress recently adopted,
and Stephens says it could be raised with-
out an income tax.

Stephens’s historical account would aid
the selection of judges, especially Supreme
Court justices, where upholding the great
Lockean rights, which are our heritage, is
paramount.

The cost of the luncheon is $15 per per-
son. For more information or to preregister,
contact Kory Swanson at (919) 828-3876 or
events@johnlocke.org.

Shaftesbury Society

Each Monday at noon, the John Locke
Foundation plays host to the Shaftesbury
Society, a group of civic-minded individu-
als who meet over lunch to discuss the
issues of the day. The meetings are con-
ducted at the Locke offices in downtown
Raleigh at 200 W. Morgan St., Suite 200.
Parking is available in nearby lots and decks.
Shaftesbury will continue to meet weekly
throughout the summer.

If you would like to join us, call Kory
Swanson for details or email him at
events@johnlocke.org.

“Locke Lines”

The John Locke Foundation produces
a monthly audio magazine called
“LockeLines” that features speeches made
at JLF events each month. “LockeLines” in-
cludes Headliner speeches as well as
Shaftesbury Society speeches and commen-
tary by Locke staff.

To subscribe, call Kory Swanson at (919)
828-3876.                                                        CJ
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• $2,300 assessment fee
• Three days of paid release time
• A salary differential (separate salary

schedule) of 12 percent of their state salary
for the life of the certificate, which is 10
years. For every year following initial cer-
tification, the General Assembly’s Fiscal Re-
search Division estimates the average
teacher earns an additional $4,170 annually.

Considered a pioneer in NBPTS partici-
pation, North Carolina has 3,668 certified
teachers. Former Gov. Jim Hunt heavily
supported the program and his involve-
ment as the founding chairman of the
NBPTS helped push legislation to support
the certification.

Michael Podgursky, chairman of the
Economics Department at the University of
Missouri-Columbia, challenges the efficacy
of the program. While the NBPTS has been
in operation for more than 13 years and re-
ceived nearly $100 million in federal sup-
port, Podgursky found that there is “no
evidence that this costly and time-consum-
ing process is actually any better at identi-
fying superior teachers than assessment
from supervisors, principals, or parents.”

Podgursky pointed out several prob-
lems with the NBPTS. For instance, neither
parents nor school supervisors are asked to
assess the quality of the teacher, and the cer-
tification does not include a mechanism to
ensure that the candidates actually did their
own work — a problem because many
schools hire coaches and facilitators to help
teachers prepare their portfolios.

“At best,”�Podgursky said, “the na-
tional board portfolio and assessment tells
us that a teacher knows how to be a good
teacher. Whether she summons the effort
to actually put theory into practice day af-
ter day in the classroom is another matter.”

Robert Holland, a senior fellow of the
Virginia-based Lexington Institute, also
questions the purpose and results of the
NBPTS. “The board’s standards heavily fa-
vor child-centered ideology over traditional
teacher-directed instruction,” Holland said.
“[I]n 1999, Danielle Dunne Willcox found
that national certification emphasizes a
grasp of pedagogy far more than it does
knowledge of content.”

Cutting nonteacher expenses

Savings could also be realized by reduc-
ing or eliminating items in North Carolina
public schools, community colleges, and
universities that do not fund classroom
teachers or professors.

While teachers are the key players in
classrooms, North Carolina has a large
number of support personnel. Teachers rep-
resent just over half of all personnel em-
ployed by the public school system.

Fifty-one percent of all public school
employees in North Carolina are teachers,
compared to 80 percent in Japan. Support
staff, teaching assistants, administrators,
psychologists, and guidance counselors
help make up a large share of the school
system.

The numbers may not seem alarming
until other factors are taken into consider-
ation. North Carolina spends on average
$137,000 per classroom, with teachers mak-
ing only about one-fourth of that amount.

The evidence of North Carolina’s rela-
tively high investment in support staff can
be further demonstrated by looking at na-
tional rankings. The state ranks 11th in the
nation in teachers, but sixth in teaching as-
sistants and ninth in guidance counselors.

The number of nonteaching staff has
grown more rapidly than the number of
pupils and teachers in public schools over
the last two decades. According to the U.S.

Department of Education, nationwide there
were 8.3 pupils per staff in 1999, compared
to 9.8 pupils per staff in 1980.

It is not impossible for schools to oper-
ate with fewer personnel. Private and char-
ter schools are proof. Both operate with
fewer nonteaching personnel than public
schools have. These positions are also the
first to go when districts have to tighten the
belt on their budgets.

Sen. Virginia Foxx, R-Banner Elk, said
schools, including community colleges and
universities, should look at administrative
cuts first.

“I would get rid of all the public infor-
mation officers in the public schools,”�Foxx
said. “These position are fairly new and are
only in charge of P.R.
work.”

As a former presi-
dent of a community col-
lege, Foxx is familiar with
cutting positions. Within
just a few months she
eliminated six adminis-
trative positions at her
small college. “I had di-
vision directors who did
absolutely nothing. Every
position should be looked at to see if it is
adding value to the school,” Foxx said.

A push for higher education

The Excellent Schools Act, passed in
1997, increased spending on professional
development and training programs for
teachers, financed expansion of computer
and technology use, and gave large salary
increases for teachers receiving masters’ de-
grees or national certification.

 On the other hand, North Carolina
schools spend relatively little on rewarding
demonstrable teacher quality. While ABC
bonuses are awarded to entire schools, not
individual classroom teachers, on the basis
of test scores, the state invests a larger sum
in encouraging teachers to pursue ad-
vanced degrees and certification. For ex-
ample, taxpayers spend an average of about
$113 million a year in higher pay for the
32,255 teachers statewide with master’s de-
grees.

The presumption is that teachers with
advanced degrees generate better out-
comes. Studies don’t bear that out.

An analysis of North Carolina surveys
from the 1998 reading and 1996 math Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress
by David Grissmer of the RAND Corpora-
tion found that advanced degrees made
little difference in the classroom. Results
from the nationally recognized test found
that teachers with master’s degrees are un-
likely to produce significant gains in stu-
dent achievement.

Increased spending on professional de-
velopment and training programs for teach-

ers also seems to make little impact in stu-
dent outcomes.

North Carolina could save an addi-
tional $579,000 next year by eliminating the
controversial Schools Attuned Program.
The program, created by “All Kinds of
Minds,” trains teachers to focus on “eight
neurodevelopment constructs that affect
learning“ so teachers can use “behavioral
supports and strategies [to] improve the
learning environment for all students.”

Dr. Mel Levine, founder of the pro-
gram, believes that “to treat everyone the
same is to treat them unequally. We are
making a plea for the understanding of di-
versity, for greater flexibility in education
and parenting, so that every child can find

success in his or her own
way.”

Researchers have
found that content
knowledge, rather than
pedagogy similar to that
found in the Schools At-
tuned Program, makes a
greater difference in stu-
dent achievement.

In the near future,
teachers will be required

to pass rigorous tests in their subject areas
or have degrees in their subject area. With
its national “No Child Left Behind” law, the
Bush administration has sought to focus
primary attention on whether teachers un-
derstand the content they are assigned to
teach.

Cutting class-size reductions

 Statewide, class sizes have been fall-
ing and the teacher-pupil ratio has risen
above the national average. At the signing
of North Carolina’s state budget last fall,
Easley said, “The class size is getting a little
smaller…and the smiles on teachers’ faces
are getting a little larger.”

Educators have demanded more teach-

ers and smaller class sizes statewide, but
there is little evidence to show that smaller
classes produce substantially higher aca-
demic gains.

The project STAR study in Tennessee
has led some policymakers to conclude that
smaller class size increases student learn-
ing. Economist Eric Hanuschek of the Uni-
versity of Rochester has a different take on
the STAR results. He found that most gains
in the study were made in kindergarten and
merely sustained in the following years.
Other studies in Wisconsin and Florida
show similar results.

In a study of Florida’s class-size reduc-
tion program, Dr. Patrick Harman, senior
evaluation specialist, said, “STAR research,
as well as a smaller study done in North
Carolina, suggest that the main benefits oc-
cur in the first year a student is in a small
class.”

In general, researchers cannot say
whether one year of small classes may be
as effective as three or four years in small
classes.

The North Carolina NAEP data ana-
lyzed by Grissmer also showed that rela-
tively smaller class sizes had no substan-
tial increase in the scores of students. In fact,
the analysis also showed that eighth-grade
science students in North Carolina in
classes with more than 30 students scored
significantly higher than eighth-graders in
smaller classes did.

North Carolina’s authorized 2002-03
budget included $25.1 million to reduce
class sizes of at-risk and kindergarten stu-
dents. The just-passed Senate version of the
budget has cut funding for class-size reduc-
tion, to Easley’s dismay.

Education experts question whether so
much money should be used to fund a pro-
gram that makes so little a difference in stu-
dent achievement. Neal McCluskey of the
Center for Education Reform in Washing-
ton questioned the use of millions of dol-
lars to fund a program lacking strong evi-
dence. McCluskey concluded that class-size
reduction programs only serve to displace
effective programs and teachers.

Some schools are reducing class size
without asking for additional state dollars.
Draper Elementary in Rockingham County,
for example, chose to reduce class size by
converting existing teacher’s assistant po-
sitions into teacher positions.

The program was not readily accepted
by all teachers. Two kindergarten teachers
chose not to reduce class sizes and opted
instead for a teacher’s assistant. After only
one year, one of the teachers decided to re-
duce her class size also.

Because of facility restrictions, not all
schools were able to do this. “Draper was
able to do this because we didn’t have the
biggest barrier to reduce class size — facili-
ties,” said Principal Steve Hansel. “We had
the necessary classrooms.”               CJ

Education experts
question whether so
much money should
be used to fund a pro-
gram that makes so
little difference.
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North Carolina spends at least $14
million annually for salaried posi-
tions to provide public informa-

tion about the workings of state govern-
ment. More than half the amount is ex-
pended by the University of North Carolina
system, which has nearly $7.5 million tied
up in information and communications sala-
ries.

A report provided by the Office of State
Personnel to Carolina Journal revealed varia-
tions in total public information salaries
allocated for each state agency. For instance,
the report lists 35 such employees in the
Department of Environment and Natural
Resources with a total of $1.2 million in
salaries. On the other extreme, the State
Treasurer, State Auditor, and Department
of Revenue each list a single employee for
public information.

But it is the wide-ranging UNC system
that gobbles significant dollars in order to
get its message out through publications
and media. UNC-Chapel Hill pays almost
$2.8 million in salaries for public-informa-
tion jobs. North Carolina State University
pays $834,107, and East Carolina Univer-
sity pays $662,949. The central UNC system
administration maintains $614,031 in infor-
mation and communications payroll.

The tiny N.C. School of the Arts em-
ploys three information specialists at a total
of $101,861 in salaries. That exceeds the
amount allocated for four other UNC uni-
versities, each of which has a majority black
student enrollment.

Outside the UNC system, DENR listed
the most public-information employees of
any state agency with 35. DENR pays about
$1.2 million in those salaries, with several
positions for divisions under its manage-
ment. For example, four employees earn
$118,844 as information specialists for the
North Carolina Zoo. Five others are paid
more than $185,539 for museums in the
state.

The Department of Cultural Resources
was next highest with 21 employees listed
at $617,616 in salaries. Those include $72,372
for history museums, $101,798 for the Mu-
seum of Art, $31,157 for the symphony and
$247,283 for Archives and History. Even the
Battleship North Carolina Memorial in
Wilmington has its own information and
communications specialist at almost $31,000.

Gov. Mike Easley’s two top press secre-
taries each earn more than $70,000 annually
—among the highest salaries in the report.
Pay for communications directors in each
agency varies, with the lowest at $38,474 in
Treasurer Richard Moore’s office.

The report did not include expendi-
tures for employee health insurance or other
benefits. If unfilled positions were included
in the report, the budgeted amount would
exceed $16 million for information jobs.

The list includes employees who help
produce state publications, craft press re-
leases, answer questions from media and
taxpayers, provide requested documents,
arrange interviews with officials, schedule
press conferences, and promote department
accomplishments and activities. They also
produce in-house and employee newslet-
ters and memoranda.

But whatever their responsibilities,
some question whether those who work in
public information are clearinghouses for
information requests, or simple promoters
and protectors for their departments and
leaders.

“I think many of these press people are
used as somebody to hide behind when you

•�When Gov. Mike Easley an-
nounced his state budget proposals
for 2002-2003, reporters peppered
him with questions about why he
took money from the Highway Trust
Fund, deferred tax cuts, and the To-
bacco Trust Fund for the general
budget. The governor’s proposal
seeks $40 million from the Tobacco
Trust, but reporters failed to ask
Easley why he wasn’t asking the
legislature to give the state access to
money held by the Golden LEAF
Foundation, which manages and dis-
tributes half of the state’s tobacco
settlement money for economic de-
velopment. As of April 30, Golden
LEAF had received almost $253 mil-
lion, and is expected to receive $2.3
billion by 2025. Asked by Carolina
Journal whether Golden LEAF
money had been considered for the
governor’s budget, deputy state
budget officer Charles Perusse said,
“The governor has been committed
to using that money for [economic
development]. We just didn’t talk
about it much.” A Senate plan passed
in June would take $40 million in
payments to Golden LEAF next year.

•Gardner M. Payne, a spokes-
man and strategist for the prolottery
group North Carolina Lottery for
Education Coalition, previously was
a personal assistant to former DOT
Secretary Garland Garrett, Jr. Last
December a federal grand jury in-
dicted Garrett and his father on 246
counts of illegal gambling and
money laundering stemming from
their ownership of a video poker
business. The indictment alleges that
the activities took place from 1988 to
2000. Payne worked for Garrett dur-
ing that period. Charges were
dropped last month against Garrett,
Sr., because he suffers from
Alzheimer’s disease.

• Gov. Mike Easley’s education
advisor, J.B. Buxton, learned that
school superintendents would tes-
tify June 11 before the Senate about
the budget shortfall and their needs.
The Daily Advance of Elizabeth City
reported that Perquimans County
Supt. Ken Wells received a call from
Buxton the day before. Wells told
the newspaper about the call. “It
was like, ‘we hope you support the
governor’s budget. But if you get a
chance to support the lottery, (please
do).’” Wells’s Senate speech focused
on the needs of Perquimans, and left
out the lottery. “I’m not getting into
the politics of this,” he said.

• The Mooresville Tribune re-
ported that VisionsWorks Youth
Services, an organization that pro-
vides guidance to juvenile offend-
ers, may be in danger of losing pub-
lic funding because of mismanage-
ment. The state, through two crime
prevention agencies, appropriates
money to the counties, which then
determine where the money is
awarded. VisionsWorks is seeking
more than $200,000 from Iredell
County in such funds, but commis-
sioners questioned the organ-
ization’s spending habits, because
VisionsWorks Executive Director
Tony Burton drew salary for three
months last year while on sabbatical
in Europe.  CJ

Public information officers pitch state’s message

Information Please? Salaries Cost $14 Million

State Spending on Public Information

don’t want to answer questions,” said State
Sen. Hugh Webster, R-Caswell.

Webster last year introduced a bill that
would eliminate all state public relations
positions. It went nowhere.

Webster sought the move because he
views most of the positions as an unneces-
sary layer of bureaucracy, and one that
often doesn’t properly serve taxpayers, law-
makers, or the media.

“We shouldn’t be in the position, as
taxpayers, of paying the hierarchy of these
many departments,” Webster said.

 Open-government advocates say just
about any state employee, in their area of
responsibility, ought to be able to answer
questions or fulfill information requests.

“My experience is that public informa-
tion officers are media managers, and in the
worst case they’re spin doctors,” said John
Bussian, a lawyer who represents media
organizations in public information obstruc-
tion cases. Bussian’s clients include the
North Carolina Press Association and the
Freedom Newspapers chain.

Webster says he regularly receives eva-
sive treatment when seeking information.

“We call it the mushroom treatment,”
he said. “Keep ’em in the dark and feed
them a lot of crap.”

Bussian said those in public informa-
tion positions have a duty to respond fully

to all inquiries.
“If you want to justify the expenditure

of tax dollars,” he said, “then I would want
these people picking up the sword in a way
of explaining government functions to the
people.”

“If somebody (in government) can’t do
his job with full disclosure,” Webster said,
“then let’s just do away with his job.”

All government documents are public
information, unless they are pertinent to a
criminal investigation. Bussian said each
agency has a custodian of records, which is
not the same as a public information officer.

“The Public Records Act is clear that it
requires all public records requests to the
state be answered by the custodian of
records for each agency,” Bussian said.

He said the recent case in which the
governor told agencies to refuse to provide
internal working budget documents to The
News & Observer, which the newspaper sued
over, was a clear violation of the act. He said
the governor’s subsequent policy of requir-
ing newspapers to obtain information
through agencies’ public information offic-
ers is illegal, and a bad idea.

“If you’re fortunate you’ll get the
records you request, but you’ll rarely get an
answer to your questions,” Bussian said. “If
there’s one thing a PIO is not, it’s not a
public records law specialist.”                   CJ

Selected items and total from a survey of salaries, by agency, of state
employees identified as communications and public information specialists

No. of Employees Salary Total

Governor’s Office     8 $     339,270
Lt. Governor’s Office     2 $       84,258
Secretary of State     3 $     105,743
State Treasurer     1 $       38,474
Dept. of Justice     5 $     171,036
Dept. of Labor     9 $     286,094
Dept. of Public Instruction     4 $     229,669
State Auditor     1 $       64,482
Dept. of Agriculture     9 $     326,216
Dept. of Insurance     3 $     120,069
Dept. of Administration     3 $     112,820
Dept. of Transportation   19 $     728,112
Environment & Natural Res.   35 $  1,263,364
Dept. of Health & Human Svces   10 $     474,823
Dept. of Corrections     6 $     223,923
Dept. of Commerce   12 $     475,668
Dept. of Cultural Resources   21 $     617,616
Dept. of Revenue     1 $       44,036
Crime Control & Public Safety     2 $       80,207
Dept. of Juvenile Justice     2 $       75,372
UNC-Chapel Hill   78 $  2,793,647
UNC System Gen. Admin.   20 $     614,031
Entire UNC System 223 $  7,498,823
UNC Hospitals   25 $     655,432

TOTAL* 475 $13,995,838

*Includes agencies not listed
Source: Office of State Personnel As of April 30, 2002
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Conflicting studies, conflicting uses, changing leadership

Global TransPark: Flying Erratically and Below the Radar

We Want Less!
Concerned About Issues Such As
Taxes, Regulations, Property Rights
& Patient Choice in Health Care?

Thousands of your fellow North
Carolinians are, too — that’s why
they have joined North Carolina
Citizens for a Sound Economy to
fight for less government, lower
taxes, and more freedom. They are
making their voices heard.

Fighting for the People’s Agenda

North Carolina Citizens for a Sound Economy holds politicians accountable for
their votes on taxes, regulations, and other issues. Its aggressive, real-time
campaigns activate a grassroots army to show up and demand policy change.

And it gets results. CSE has helped to defeat three large tax increases in North
Carolina and defended property rights, parental choice, and individual freedom
before the state legislature, county commissions, city councils, and elsewhere.

Here’s what some are saying about Citizens for a Sound Economy:

• “They have been doing a great job all over the country educating people.”
— President George W. Bush

• “CSE is a great organization . . . The hundreds of thousands of volunteer
activists that are members of CSE are vital to this country’s economic prosperity.”

— U.S. Rep. Richard Burr of Winston-Salem

• “You guys are everywhere! CSE is a great organization. CSE, thanks.”
— Sen. John McCain

Get Involved!
Join North Carolina CSE
and Make a Difference!

115 1/2 West. Morgan St.
Raleigh, NC  27601
www.cse.org
1-888-446-5273

North Carolina CSE members protest state
tax increases at an August rally in Raleigh.

NORTH CAROLINA

“I’m overwhelmed and
trying to figure out what
I’ve gotten into.”
–  GTP’s new Execu-
tive Director Charles
Edwards

By DON CARRINGTON
Associate Publisher

RALEIGH

On June 3, when Charles Edwards
took over as the latest executive
director of the Global TransPark

in Kinston he told The Free Press of Kinston,
“It’s like any first day on the job. I’m over-
whelmed and trying to figure out what I’ve
gotten into.” His comments seem to reflect
what so far has been a confusing year for the
GTP. There have been conflicting studies,
conflicting proposals for the use of the facil-
ity, and, perhaps most confusing, conflict-
ing and ever-changing leadership.

Conflicting studies

Last year the General Assembly asked
the N.C. Department of Transportation’s
Aviation Division to study the transfer of
the GTP’s fixed assets and operations from
the GTP Authority to another appropriate
entity. Sometime during March or April of
this year, DOT officials significantly altered
a detailed version of the report to exclude
negative information about the GTP.

The earlier version of the report
weighed advantages and disadvantages for
six potential alternative scenarios on the fu-
ture of the GTP. The final version presented
to a legislative committee gave a single rec-
ommendation: to assign oversight of the
GTP airport to the state Division of Avia-
tion for two years.

The final version was created under the
direction of DOT Chief Deputy Secretary
Gene Conti, according to DOT Deputy Sec-
retary David King. “It was what Gene
wanted,” King said. “He made a judgment
that this was responsive to the legislature."

 Conti was appointed vice chairman
of the GTP Authority by Gov. Mike Easley
on March 27. The final edited version of the
report was released May 7, long past its due
date of Feb. 15.

The six alternatives discussed in the
original version were: (1) to do nothing,
with disadvantages including that “to date
performance has been less than satisfac-
tory. The political reper-
cussions from this sce-
nario would be very dam-
aging. The Global Trans-
Park is perceived as a
major financial liability;”
(2) privatize the operation;
(3) transfer it to DOT’s
Aviation Division; (4) set
up a public-private part-
nership; (5) set up a re-
gional authority; and (6)
shut down the existing GTP offices and turn
over all fixed assets to the City of Kinston.
“Politically, the ramifications of this action
would be extreme and potentially disas-
trous to many elected and appointed indi-
viduals,” the document said.

Conflicting uses

For 10 years GTP boosters pushed the
project as an all-cargo airport surrounded
by just-in-time manufacturing facilities.
Now, just as the legislature considers an-
other year of funding, three other ideas are
being proposed.

In a March 22 letter to the U.S. Transpor-
tation Security Administration, Bill Will-
iams, director of the DOT’s Aviation Divi-
sion, proposed that an Air Security Institute
(a counterterrorism training center) be es-
tablished at the GTP. Citing the events of
Sept. 11 and the recent formation of the
TSA, Williams wrote, “The facilities of the
GTP are in place and ready for adaptation

to any aviation threat scenario currently
being considered.”

Williams also touted the recent comple-
tion of an 11,500-foot runway and an up-
dated instrument landing system, which
means “training exercises involving jumbo-
jet aircraft hostage takeovers in the air can
be done in any weather situation at an air-
port that has real terminal facilities.”

Williams also noted a positive side to
Kinston’s remote location. “The location of
the proposed TSA Air Security Institute in
Kinston, NC, would allow operational sce-
narios to be conducted under far less scru-
tiny than at other comparable airports.”

In a separate proposal on April 19, the
GTP Authority requested $1 million from
the U.S. Department of Transportation to
“complement and complete a community-
led incentive package designed to bring
affordable jet service to the businesses and
citizens of a multi-county region spanning
Eastern North Carolina.” Officials from the
New Bern and Greenville airports say they
oppose the funding because it would give
the GTP an unfair advantage.

On May 28, the Kinston Convention and
Visitor’s bureau sent a delegation to Toronto
to offer the GTP as a location for motion
pictures. “There’s less of a problem with
security here and the airport is relatively
tranquil,” Stuart Johnson, president of the
Kinston Film Commission, told The Free
Press of Kinston.

Who’s in charge?

Ten years ago the General Assembly
created the GTP Authority as a state agency
located within DOT. According to the gen-
eral statute, the “Authority shall be located
within the DOT, but shall exercise all of its
powers… independently of the Secretary of
Transportation… subject to the direction
and supervision of the Secretary only with
respect to the management functions of
coordinating and reporting.”

The authority’s board of directors is com-
prised of 20 members, seven of whom are
appointed by the governor. On March 27,

Easley appointed himself
chairman of the GTP Au-
thority. He named Conti
to the board, and Conti
was elected vice chair-
man. As DOT’s chief
deputy secretary, Conti
reports to the DOT secre-
tary, which appeared to
set up a conflict of inter-
est, or overlapping re-
sponsibilities in conflict

with the law setting up the GTP Authority.
On May 7, when Conti presented the

altered version of the GTP study to a legis-
lative committee he said that DOT plans to
take over development efforts at the air-
port. He also told Carolina Journal that legis-
lation was not required.

The GTP Authority has also had three
executive directors within the last nine
months. The directors were Paul Busick,
Lonnie Blizzard, and Edwards. Edwards
worked on the original feasibility study as
well as the GTP master plan. Those studies
predicted the GTP would generate 50,000
jobs by the year 2000.

For the past few years Edwards was the
North American chief executive officer of
CargoLifter, Inc. The German firm had an-
nounced plans to erect a $120 million plant
that would build large airships at a site in
Craven County. The company recently
closed its U.S. operation and now it appears
to be terminating all operations in Ger-
many.               CJ

Feb. 15: GTP study due but not received

March 19: DOT receives and alters GTP study

March 22: DOT offers GTP to federal government as counter-terrorism
training site

March 27: Paul Busick resigns as executive director

March 27: Easley names himself GTP Authority chairman and Conti
becomes vice chairman

April 19: GTP applies for $1 million federal grant to restore  passenger
service to Kinston

May 7: Conti releases altered GTP study

May 20: Carolina Journal reports original GTP study

May 22: Easley announces $3.8 million in federal funding
secured for new landing system

May 28: CargoLifter’s headquarters in Germany declares inability to pay
creditors and employees

May 28: Kinston officials promote GTP as a movie set

May 31: CargoLifter closes U.S. offices

June 3: CargoLifter’s U.S. CEO Charles Edwards becomes GTP executive
director

2002 Developments at the GTP
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The High Stakes in Student TestingSchool Reform Briefs

• After several years of legal
wrangling, a state appeals court has
ordered the Asheville City Schools
to pay local charter schools local
money collected from supplemental
taxes, court fines, and forfeitures.

Francine Delany New School for
Children in Asheville sued the dis-
trict in 1999 after the board refused
to pay the charter schools the addi-
tional $1,100-per-pupil allotment it
gave to other public schools from
fines.

Under state law, school systems
are required to give charter schools
the same per-pupil allocation as any
other school in the district. Charter
schools are essentially public schools
of choice. They operate similarly to
other public schools, are required to
admit every student, but are able to
make small innovative choices, such
as what type of curriculum to use.

In a unanimous decision, a three-
member panel of the Court of Ap-
peals concurred with the lower
court’s ruling that the school is en-
titled to the money. The school sys-
tem is planning to appeal the deci-
sion to the N.C. Supreme Court.

“It would basically cripple the
school system’s ability to operate
and create a windfall for the char-
ters,“ Supt. Robert Logan said. “I
want people to understand some-
thing would have to be cut. It’s go-
ing to have an impact on our instruc-
tional programs.”

As it stands, the district needs to
pay about $792,000 to Delany and
two other charter schools operating
in Buncombe County. The money
would come from the school
system’s fund balance, which stands
at $1.2 million.

“We hope that the city will stop
spending taxpayer money trying to
deny public schools in its district the
money the attorney general, the state
appeals court, and Buncombe
County Superior Court all say we
should be getting,” said Peter Millis,
a teacher at Francine Delany School.

The Court of Appeals ruled that
“[t]he Legislature clearly intended
for charter schools to be treated as
public schools subject to the uniform
budget format,” Judge Wanda
Bryant wrote in the court’s opinion.
As reported by the Citizen-Times.

• According to a study by the
Guilford County School System, el-
ementary students are showing
gains in reading and math, while
middle-school students are not.

The report commissioned by the
district found that last year, only four
of the district’s 18 middle schools
produced a year’s worth of growth
in both reading and math.

“Your district overall looks good
compared to the average district
across North Carolina,” said William
Sanders, who conducted the analy-
sis. “That’s not to say all your schools
look good, because they don’t.”

Sanders developed the Tennes-
see value-added growth model.

Supt. Terry Grier said he has in-
structed middle-school principals to
address the issue. Possible changes
could include making curriculum
more rigorous and putting more em-
phasis on reading and math. As re-
ported by the News & Record of
Greensboro.   CJ

By SHERRI JOYNER
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

The term “high stakes” is frequently
used to describe testing and account-
ability. The basic premise of using

test scores for accountability, either to mea-
sure averages or value-added growth, has
shown potential. Many analysts believe that
measuring growth in scores is the best way
to reward schools and teachers, and argue
that its inclusion in an  accountability sys-
tem will improve student learning.

 William Sanders, formerly with the
University of Tennessee, and now with
Cary-based SAS Institute, created one of
the first methods to measure growth. His
method, the Tennessee Value-Added As-
sessment System, has shown that a child’s
ability to learn is more closely linked to the
effectiveness of the teacher than race, socio-
economic status, class size, or spending.

Value-added assessments have dem-
onstrated their merit, but some experts say
that they should be approached cautiously,
especially when using them to determine
high-stakes personnel decisions — a direc-
tion all states are taking under the No Child
Left Behind Act. In a recent article, Univer-
sity of Massachusetts economist Dale Ballou
discussed problems that must be consid-
ered when using testing assessments as a
mechanism of accountability. They include:
1) measured gains are noisy and unstable,
and 2) gains in scores may be influenced by
factors other than school or teacher quality.

It isn’t a new discovery that testing
methods are “noisy.” This term is used
broadly to describe errors caused when at-
tempting to measure student success. Seri-
ous problems arise when an attempt is made
to take the difference between two test scores
to measure growth. Each test is subject to
measurement error.

“When we subtract one score from an-
other,” Ballou wrote, “a good deal of the
portion of the scores that represents true
ability will cancel out. The result; the pro-
portion of a gain score that represents mea-
surement error is magnified vis-à-vis the
initial scores. In statistical parlance, gain
scores are much noisier than level scores.”

Value-added assessments can also fail
to take into account factors that may con-
tribute to a student’s rate of progress for
learning. It is unlikely that schools will have
a broad range of student background avail-
able, beyond what is normally collected,
when determining a student’s growth.

“It is much harder to measure achieve-
ment gains than is commonly supposed,”
Ballou concluded.

This does not mean that testing does
not have value. Measuring growth remains
the best indicator of student success and
statisticians are finding ways to make it
more reliable.

One such method is to take a rolling
average. Combining scores over two or three
years, and then measuring changes in the
rolling averages, can generate more confi-
dence in the result. Another improvement
might be to add in other measures such as
attendance rates, dropout rates, and pro-
motion rates. “The richer the measures
used,” wrote Dr. Anita Summers, a profes-
sor emeritus of public policy at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School, “the
less weight there is on the psychometric
concerns involving test scores.”

Questions about North Carolina

A central component of North
Carolina’s ABCs accountability system is
the expectation that children show a year’s

worth of growth each year. But some ques-
tion whether North Carolina’s system is up
to the task of measuring such a chance. The
system does not measure growth at the
individual student level. The best it can
offer is group measurement of students,
such as all fourth-graders in a school.

In North Carolina, testing officials have
noticed unstable test scores in the last few
years. Last year, a student had to answer
only 28 percent of questions correctly on the
state math test to score a passing mark
because the state failed to adequately field
test it. This year, the writing test scores
dropped dramatically. Only 47 percent of
fourth-graders scored at or above grade
level this year on writing tests, down from
69 percent last year.

The writing task force suggested in Janu-
ary that the state’s writing test be canceled
until changes could be made. The group
found that the current tests did not fairly
measure writing performance, were graded
arbitrarily, and failed to take into consider-
ation spelling or grammar.

In 2001 two independent analysts, Tho-
mas Kane and Douglas Staiger, studied
North Carolina’s testing system for the
National Bureau of Economic Research.
Their study, which has yet to receive a
significant response from DPI officials,
found that about half of the variance be-
tween schools in value-added in 4th grade
math and reading was due to sampling
variation and other one-time factors. More
than three-fourths of the variance among
small schools was due to onetime, nonper-
sistent factors. “Such volatility can wreak
havoc when rewards and punishments are
doled out on the basis of changes in test
scores,” they wrote. “School personnel are
at risk of being punished or rewarded for
results that are beyond their control.”

The issue of transparency

Another serious problem with account-
ability in North Carolina is the secrecy of
state tests. While teaching students that
true science is an open, public activity and
that every citizen has an opportunity to
participate, North Carolina’s State Board of
Education secretly measures student
progress each year. According to the state’s
web site, “[t]ests are categorized in one of
the following three categories (a) secure, (b)
secure for local use, or (c) released.” Re-
leased tests are considered public domain,
but few state tests are released.

Not even parents of a failed student can
meet with the teacher or the principal to
review their child’s tests. No principal or

Despite problems with school testing, serious decisions rely on its outcome.

North Carolina tests in secrecy, generates unreliable data on annual growth

teacher has, in theory, ever seen even one
test item on any tests since a 1994 sample
test was declared “secured for local use.”
Even this test is “secure” and not open to
public view. The district superintendent
must still approve any and all uses of the 8-
year-old document.

Such secrecy weakens the concept of a
state agency being “accountable” to the
public by virtue of a scientific measurement
of its performance. Without access to the
actual tests, the public can be forever led
blindly to whatever conclusion the agency
wishes to draw.

Despite obvious problems with the
state’s testing program, serious decisions
rely on their accuracy. Teachers receive bo-
nuses based on the outcome of state tests
and students are often required to pass
them at certain gateways in order to be
promoted to the next grade.

One solution to the transparency prob-
lem might be to rely on someone other than
the state to devise tests. Most states use one
of the popular nationally administered tests.
The tests are given to tens of millions of
students nationwide each year and include
well-documented tests such as the Metro-
politan Achievement Test, the California
Achievement Test, and the Iowa Test of
Basic Skills. North Carolina is one of only 16
states that devises their own tests.

Still, even most other states that have
devised their own tests make prior years’
tests available. Texas, for example, pub-
lishes each year’s complete tests on the web
after they are administered.

The right direction

For all its flaws, North Carolina’s as-
sessment program is still a step in the right
direction, in the minds of many analysts.
Often-proposed alternatives to testing, such
as subjective surveys or portfolios, are “sim-
ply untenable,” Summers said. “Subjective
evaluation allows the information essential
to the rational allocation of educational re-
sources to be derived politically rather than
scientifically.”

Defenders of North Carolina’s account-
ability system cite a recent study by The
Princeton Review that ranked it tops in the
nation. While the study failed to take into
consideration proficiency levels or cutoffs,
and appears (like much of the state’s educa-
tion establishment) to be unaware of the
robust nationwide debate developing
around North Carolina’s testing program,
it does signify that no state seems to have
yet found a model that answers all method-
ological and statistical questions.             CJ



By NATHAN CLARK
Editorial Intern

RALEIGH

Environmental education is one of the most popular
fads to sweep through America since Wham-0’s
Hula-Hoop of the 1950s. Millions of impressionable

students from preschool to the 12th grade are instructed
that a continued rise in global population will result in
worldwide war and famine, that the continued depletion of
the ozone layer will result in an epidemic of skin cancer,
and that the continued rise in global temperature will cause
glaciers to melt and flood coastal cities such as New York
and New Orleans.

The environmental miseducation of children is not
restricted to science class. It is integrated into all aspects of
their curriculum. In art class students are prompted to
draw pictures of endangered animals, in math class stu-
dents sell candy bars for a fund-raising campaign to help
save the rain forest, and in English class students write
letters to their congressmen urging the legislators to save
the planet.

Some of you may be asking yourself what is wrong
with teaching students about environmental problems that
face our world? The answer to that question is nothing, but
the information should be based on sound and unbiased
science. If taught correctly, environmental education can
be captivating and useful. It can serve as a useful tool to
bring to life other scientific disciplines such as biology,
chemistry, and ecology. Besides integrating other aspects
of their scientific studies, environmental education also
makes children aware of genuine environmental problems
facing the world and encourages them to think critically
and creatively and should be taught in schools — in an
ideal world.

However, we live in the real world where environmen-
tal education is flawed and downright scary when fully
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A New Chapter
For Italy’s Schools

Last month I had the unique opportunity to
visit Italy. While traveling the country, I
grabbed an opportunity to investigate its

education system. Big changes are now happening
in Italy — including the decentralization of a na-
tional education system. An overhaul of the Italian
government recently took place and a conservative
majority is now in office. The political change has
prodded a decentralized education system, giving
more power and control to the regional and local
levels.

It was fascinating listening to Dr. Bove, general
directorate of International Relations within the Min-
istry of Public Instruction, discuss the transfer of a
strong national, centralized
educational system to a de-
centralized system. We dis-
cussed educational issues
similar to what we face in the
United States. As Dr. Bove put
it, the Italian education sys-
tem is becoming more like the
American education system.

One area Italy is rethink-
ing is its school-to-work pro-
grams. Like most countries,
Italy is seeing the demand for
higher expectations in the
schoolroom. Currently, there
are more private upper-sec-
ondary schools (24 percent), serving ages 15 through
19 in Italy, than primary (10 percent), and lower-
secondary schools (9 percent). Although school-to-
work programs have gained a following, especially
among some U.S. educational groups, they are dy-
ing out in Italy and also in the United States. Citing
a need for more years learning the basics, the Italian
system has mandated one year and proposed add-
ing another year of upper secondary school to
strengthen student’s basic skills.

When it comes to choice, Italian families are still
limited. Bove explained that Italy followed other
European systems to develop choice in educational
providers. Nonetheless, this “choice” is very con-
fined. The same debate of government control ver-
sus parental control we see in America is present
there. Fear tactics about keeping money only in
state-run schools reminded me of the same argu-
ments I hear in North Carolina. In Italy, families are
free to choose the kind of school, but not many
choices are available. A private school becomes an
“equal school” when it meets an extensive list of
requirements. There are scholarships or tax breaks
for families if their income falls below a certain
threshold. Charter schools are a new idea and the
nation has only one. Home schooling is also an
option, but rarely seen.

Controversy in Italy has hit particularly hard in
the area of teachers. In previous years, teachers were
hired by bureaucrats in Rome, not by local authori-
ties. Teacher strikes are also commonly planned
occurrences. The concept of merit pay for actual
student achievement is not even discussed.

Italy was lucky that the “progressive” whole-
language reading approach never won the nation’s
appeal, and it shows with only a 2 percent illiteracy
rate. Even though the literacy rate is very high,
unemployment rates are also high. Parliament is
taking steps to strengthen free-market concepts and
reform the government.

Bove and I started a dialogue that will continue
as the country redefines itself under new conserva-
tive leadership. Bove invited me back to visit schools,
and I may have another opportunity next year.
Whether strong nationally controlled government
schools or locally controlled government schools,
both have the same flawed thinking. A monopoly
stifles the benefit of free-market concepts. As real
choice options become more of a reality in the U.S.,
poorer quality schools will close and better quality
will survive. When schools compete, students win.
Those in America who think a national educational
system can “fix” problems are in denial.               CJ

examined. The curriculum taught is usually low on fact
and high on emotion. Teachers usually skip basic scientific
principles in favor of complex and highly controversial
topics such as population growth and global warming.
Lessons are filled with emotionalism and laced with scare
tactics. Teachers often show videos of starving children in
Africa to reinforce the dangers of population growth. El-
ementary school-age children are left confused and upset
by these images and naturally look to their teachers for
advice and guidance on what is right and wrong. Unfortu-
nately, environmental education teachers steer them down
the wrong path using them as political pawns in the envi-
ronmental war.

To illustrate this point fully are two letters written to
President Bush from two elementary schoolchildren in
Nashville, Tenn. A 9-year-old girl writes, “Mr. President, if
you ignore this letter we will all die of pollution because of
the hole in the ozone layer.” A 10-year-old girl writes, “ I am
too young to die, I might add, so stop burning the Earth!”
These letters clearly show these girls are scared and fright-
ened about the world in which they live. After filling
children with fear, environmental education seeks to moti-
vate children to change their lifestyles and plant leftist
political seeds of thought into their impressionable minds.

Fads come and go. They end because people grow tired
of them, because there is nothing substantial to keep their
interest piqued. Think about it. What was so exciting about
swinging your hips so you could keep a large plastic hoop
above your waist? Absolutely nothing.

Similarly, environmental education will fade — in its
current form there is nothing to keep it afloat. Based on
shoddy science and scare tactics, its popularity will even-
tually end. But at what cost? You cannot think of the 1950s
without thinking of poodle skirts and Hula-Hoops. Will
the same be said of environmental education during the
early 21st century?                                                                 CJ

Students at Claremont Elementary School in Claremont, N.C., show off grocery bags with an Earth Day message.

Charter School’s Writing Scores Soar
By SHERRI JOYNER
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

S cores on this year’s state writing tests fell dramati-
cally statewide, sending state officials into shock.
Education officials are continuing to look for rea-

sons for the decline.
Durham Public Schools were particularly surprised to

see the drop. Only 50 percent of Durham’s fourth-graders
scored at or above grade level, down from 67 percent last
year. Only 46 percent of Durham seventh-graders scored at
or above grade level. The results came as a surprise because
the system had implemented a program to help students
organize ideas and details into paragraphs and sentences.

Despite steady drops on the writing test across the
state, Forsyth Academies, a charter school in Forsyth County

with a large minority student population, performed well.
The school, which is run by National Heritage Academies,
had a 90 percent passing rate on the writing test. Over half
the school population is black.

Russell Harper, principal at Forsyth, said curriculum
had a lot to do with this year’s success. The school uses
Shurley Grammar to help the children learn good writing
skills.  But when it came down to it, high expectations made
the difference.

“We expect a lot from our students,” Harper said. “Our
children are writing in journals everyday. Even the young-
est have writing journals.”

Harper also pointed to the fact that his students learn
basic English. “We simply teach the kids the rules of
grammar. They learn punctuation, they learn spelling, they
learn capitalization.            CJ

Lindalyn
Kakadelis
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 Quality of Teachers Is Low,
Education Secretary Says

School Reform News From Across the Nation

For many years, research has found
teacher quality a key determinant
of student success. The implica-

tions of studies by James Coleman and
William Sanders reinforces those find-
ings.

Last month, U.S.
Secretary of Education
Rod Paige issued a re-
port to Congress not-
ing the continued fail-
ure of traditional sys-
tems of teacher certifi-
cation, including col-
leges of education, to
train quality teachers.

According to Paige, academic stan-
dards for teachers are too low. Teacher
licensure tests are at a high school level
of difficulty. “Not surprisingly, more
than 90 percent of teachers pass these
tests,” the report says.

Other problems with the current
system are the barriers and variety of
requirements placed upon people who
enter teaching through alternate routes.

The report shows that content
knowledge and verbal ability are linked
to student achievement. The report,
however, questions the importance of
pedagogy, degrees in education, and
the amount of time spent in practicing
teaching. Scientific evidence raises ques-
tions about the value of attending
schools of education, the report says.

A recent study by economists Dan
Goldhaber and Dominic Brewer found
that while certification mattered, there
was no difference between teachers who
received certification the conventional
way and teachers who did not complete
such programs and were teaching on
emergency or temporary certificates.

Paige also outlined a new model for
teacher preparation and certification that
includes high standards for verbal abil-
ity and content knowledge and stream-
lined certification requirements. “At-
tendance at schools of education would
be optional; if teacher-training programs
based in schools of education proved
valuable to teachers and their employ-
ers, then demand for such programs
would remain,” the report says.

Most states under the No Child Left
Behind Act will be eligible for almost $3
billion in flexible grants to improve the
quality of teachers using research-based
strategies. In return, districts would be
required to demonstrate that teachers
in core academic subjects are highly
qualified. The full report can be found
online at: http://ed.gov/offices/OPE/
News/teacherprep/AnnualReport.pdf.

States and teacher preparation

The Education Trust also released a
report on teacher preparation in June.
“Interpret With Caution: The First State
Title II Reports on the Quality of Teacher
Preparation” identifies many of the same
discouraging data as the federal report.

Most alarming is the fact that 11
states don’t require content-knowledge
assessments. The states are: Alabama,
California, Delaware, Kansas, Maine,
Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, New
York, Rhode Island, and Wisconsin.
Eight states, Arizona, Idaho, Iowa, North
Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyo-
ming, don’t test at all. “An astounding

23 states do not require subject area con-
tent knowledge tests for both secondary
English and Mathematics,” the report
says. For the more information, go to:
http://www.edtrust.org/main/docu-
ments/titleII.pdf.

Choice works

A new study of four
public school-choice
programs in Minnesota
found that choice en-
couraged improvement
for both the students

and the system. The study, “What Really
Happened? Minnesota’s Experience with
Statewide Public School Choice Pro-
grams,” identified that the growth rate of
these programs outpaced the growth rate
of the state’s overall K-12 student popu-
lation by a large margin.

Minnesota pioneered public school-
choice measures, and now has the long-
est experience with these initiatives. Like
many significant education changes, the
programs had their share of skeptics.
Now, after more than 10 years, most
stakeholders agreed the public school
choice options are generally beneficial.
The full study can be found at: http://
www.hhh.umn.edu/centers/school-
change/.

The condition of education

The U.S. Department of Education
has released a recent version of The Con-
dition of Education report. Math perfor-
mance for fourth-graders and eighth-
graders rose steadily from 1990 to 2000.
While the report indicates that education
is becoming increasingly more impor-
tant, the overall picture is unnerving.

Startling is the fact that the achieve-
ment gap between white and black stu-
dents has increased since the late 1980s.

There is also some evidence that the
quality of U.S. mathematics instruction
may lag behind that of other countries.
Data from the Third International Math-
ematics and Science Study show that the
content of math taught to eighth-graders
in the U. S. was more likely to receive a
“low” quality rating than lessons taught
to students in Germany and Japan.

In 1999, while U.S. eighth-graders
exceeded the international average of 38
countries in math and science, they were
outperformed by their peers in 14 other
countries, including those with the most-
developed economies. As far as cost, the
U.S. spent more on primary and second-
ary education than any other advanced
industrialized nation in the world.

Despite high levels of teacher train-
ing and certification, the academic skills
of college graduates who prepare to be-
come teachers tend to be weaker than
those of their peers. “Graduates who did
not prepare to teach but became teachers
were also more likely to have scored in
the top quartile (35 percent) than those
who prepared to teach and became teach-
ers (14 percent),” the report says.

Recent data also show that a decreas-
ing proportion of parents report satisfac-
tion with assigned public schools. In 1999,
private schools had the highest percent-
ages of children whose parents were very
satisfied with their children’s schools,
teachers, standards, and discipline.     CJ

Hundreds of N.C. schools might fail

State Board Feels the Pressure
Of Tougher Federal Standards
By SHERRI JOYNER
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

The N.C. State Board of Education is
planning a wide range of changes
for next year. Among the most con-

tested issues is how to define “adequate
yearly progress” at every school, a measure
required under federal law, and how to
incorporate it into the ABC model.

Beginning with the 2001-02 school year,
if a Title I school fails to meet adequate
yearly progress, the school will be deemed
failing. This year the state defined schools
that fail to meet the levels as follows:

• Schools classified as low-performing
• Schools that don’t meet their growth

expectations, and have less than 60 percent
of students at or above grade level

• Schools that meet their growth stan-
dard, but have less than 50 percent of their
students at or above grade level

• Schools that don’t meet their growth
standard and only meet their performance
standard if a confidence interval is applied.

The current definition of adequate
yearly progress will stay in place until the
state adopts a stricter federal definition in
January.

The present dilemma is the federal defi-
nition, unlike the state definition, expects
all groups of students, including blacks,
Hispanics, and those from low-income fami-
lies, to pass grade-level material. This is a
serious problem for most schools in the
state where minorities and low-income stu-
dents struggle. Under the No Child Left
Behind Act, all categories of students must
pass end-of-grade tests. If one category of
students fail, the entire school fails.

According to projections from DPI, as
many as 73 percent of schools, or 777 Title I
schools, could fail the new federal stan-
dards. This number has educators worried.
State Supt. Mike Ward called the matter
complicated at the June board meeting.

“To paint all schools with the same
broad brush is counterintuitive,” Ward said.

Ward also told board members that
there was “latitude to make this (adequate
yearly progress) a more workable model.”
On May 7, Ward and five other state super-
intendents met with President Bush and
described the “debilitating effect” adequate
yearly progress goals could have on state
school systems. State board members con-
gratulated Ward in their June meeting for
“advising” the president.

Not everyone at the board meeting was
looking for leniency. Associate Supt. Dr.
Henry Johnson said the state needed to
acknowledge the new expectations to evalu-
ate and educate all children. “We need to
accept the reality and quit trying to figure
out where we can bend,” Johnson said.

Bill McGrady, section chief for com-
pensatory education, said educators look-
ing for leniency may find it. The No Child
Left Behind Act also includes language to
protect schools who make progress under
the term “safe-harboring.” The term trans-
lates into safety for schools that make steady
gains in growth but fail to have the ex-
pected percentage of students at or above
grade level. For example, if a school fails to
have a certain percentage of students at
grade level in a category, but reduces the
number of at-risk students by at least 10
percent , then the school is deemed passing.

McGrady said once the state adopted
the federal definition for adequate yearly
progress, the guidelines will be more de-
manding. At the moment, it is estimated

that a school would need 70 to 75 percent of
all students scoring at or above grade level
in 2002-03 to pass the federal standards.

Incorporating AYP with the ABCs

One challenge education officials face
is how to incorporate adequate yearly
progress with the current accountability
system. Currently, members are describing
adequate yearly progress as a component
to close the achievement gap and giving
certified teachers an additional bonus if the
school meets yearly progress goals.

Teachers’ bonuses will increase from
$1,500 to $1,800 if the legislature approves
the plan this month. About $600 would be
awarded for meeting each goal, including
expected growth, high growth, and ad-
equate yearly progress. Teacher assistants
would receive $200 for each growth goal
met.

The increased bonuses will affect the
amount of money distributed annually to
teachers. Lou Fabrizio, director of Account-
ability Services with DPI , estimated an
additional $3.9 million, on top of the $75.5
million spent, would have been awarded to
teachers, had it been in operation last year.
The total amount, however, would remain
far below the amount allocated by the state
budget in previous years.

Three other plans were also mentioned
as alternatives to combine adequate yearly
progress goals with the ABCs. Option One
was the simplest. In effect, the state would
keep its measurements of expected and high
growth but disaggregate them, breaking
them down into student subcategories, to
meet federal regulations. State officials did
not find this a viable option, saying it “would
add another layer of complexity to ABCs.”

The state’s current plan, to add ad-
equate yearly progress as a growth compo-
nent, has several drawbacks. DPI officials
said staff members could get bonuses even
if adequate yearly progress levels are not
met. A school could also receive recogni-
tion, for example as a “school of distinction,
without meeting adequate yearly progress
goals. But the plan won the approval of
most board members because it retains the
current ABC program.

Schools on thin ice

Title I schools will have to demonstrate
steady improvement for each child if they
want to remain in good standing in future
years. If a school fails repeatedly, parents
will have the authority to transfer their
children to nonfailing schools in their dis-
tricts. A school that fails three years in a row
will also be required to offer tutoring or
other services to low-income students.

In August, some parents will be able to
make this choice for the first time. The bill is
retroactive, making the 17 schools classi-
fied as low-performing in 2000-01 at-risk
for failing two years in a row. On the first
day of the new school year, many of the
schools may have to offer public school
choice to their students and provide trans-
portation.

Five North Carolina schools may also
have to offer supplemental services to stu-
dents if they did not meet growth expecta-
tions in the last year. The schools are:
Eastway Elementary and Maureen Joy Char-
ter in Durham County, Rhyne Elementary
in Gaston County, Thomasboro Elemen-
tary in Mecklenburg County, and Woodson
School of Challenge in Forsyth County.   CJ
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Carolina Journal Weekly Report for Executives is your antidote to wa-
tered down media coverage of state politics and policy. North Carolina
has hundreds of newspapers. But from those hundreds of papers, only
a handful of reporters are assigned to Raleigh. And how many of them
do you think write from a free-market frame of mind?

In Carolina Journal Weekly Report, you get unfiltered weekly cover-
age of state government from experienced reporters who have actu-
ally read the Federalist Papers. Our reporters attend committee meet-
ings and interview lawmakers face-to-face, so you get the stories first-
hand. To subscribe, email cjwr@johnlocke.org or call (919) 828-3876.

Weekly Report
for Executives

By ANGIE VINEYARD
Guest Contributor

CHARLOTTE

On any given week, the Children’s
Scholarship Fund of Charlotte re-
ceives scores of emails and letters

from parents looking for ways to give their
children better educational choices. Many
explain that their children are not perform-
ing well academically, and hope that a schol-
arship will open the door to a private school
having smaller classrooms, more structure,
or more specialized attention.

Lindalyn Kakadelis reads all of these
inquiries. As the executive director for CSF
in Charlotte, she has seen how the chari-
table organization has provided educational
scholarships to more than 40,000 children
nationwide and more than 500 children in
Charlotte. As a former educator, Kakadelis
is familiar with the link between a child’s
learning environment and the child’s school
performance.

“Getting your child in the right envi-
ronment for school can make all the differ-
ence in the world,” she said.

Little did she know that for one little
girl, the difference could be life and death.
Twelve years ago, Odessa Gadsden learned
that her 2-week-old daughter Deandrea had
sickle cell anemia. Her symptoms ranged
from leg pain, chest pain, pneumonia, back
pain and other complications.

Odessa helped her daughter cope with
the disease and gave her the best medical
attention possible. But
Odessa realized that as
Deandrea’s stress level
increased, her symptoms
worsened. Whenever a
sickle cell episode oc-
curred, Deandrea would
be rushed to a hospital,
where she would some-
times spend days getting
her symptoms under con-
trol. Those episodes oc-
curred frequently and
began to take a toll on Deandrea.

“The doctor was saying to me that if she
kept having a crisis every two weeks, every
week, her life span would be shortened,”
Odessa said.

Deandrea usually made A’s and B’s
when her disease was under control and B’s
and C’s when it wasn’t. A naturally moti-
vated student, she felt incredible pressure
and stress to catch up with her other class-
mates.

“We tried public school for a while and
public school wasn’t working for us,”
Odessa said.

Odessa said her daughter’s homework
was dropped off at the hospital with the
impression that it needed to be completed

quickly. This only increased Deandrea’s
stress level, which worsened her symptoms.

Odessa began looking at other schools
when she heard about CSF on the radio. She
filled out the application and sent it in. She
was thrilled when she learned Deandrea
would receive a scholarship and could start
her fifth-grade year at a private school.
Odessa chose Northside Christian Acad-
emy. Once Deandrea started attending, her

symptoms tapered off.
This month will mark
three years that she hasn’t
had a sickle cell episode.

Aware of how CSF
has helped hundreds of
children, Kakadelis is still
amazed that for
Deandrea, the benefits
were life-changing.

“What we know is
that she was in the hospi-
tal a lot, until she moved

to another school,” Kakadelis said. “Un-
healthy stress takes a toll on your body. If a
child is under a tremendous amount of
stress, that’s not healthy stress. I just never
thought it would be as drastic as being in
the hospital."

For Deandrea, who just completed the
seventh grade, school is no longer nerve
racking but a place of excitement and learn-
ing.

“It’s really, really fun,” the 12-year-old
said. “I have the same PE teacher that I had
from the fifth grade. She knows a lot about
me (and) what I can and can’t do. I can do a
lot of things that I couldn’t do before.”

“She’s a very loving, sweet person,”
said Kay Patterson, Deandrea’s seventh-

Aware of how CSF has
helped hundreds of
children, Kakadelis is
still amazed that for
Deandra, the benefits
were life-changing.

grade math teacher. “Every day she would
come up and give me a hug. She just tries
her best to get along with people. If I were to
have to correct her, she takes that very well.
She doesn’t get offended easily. She does
put other people ahead of herself.”

Patterson was unaware of Deandrea’s
disease until half way through the school
year when her mother mentioned it to the
teacher. “It wasn’t something Deandrea
complained about,” Patterson said. “She
never mentioned it to me or used it as an

excuse.”
Todd Skinner, Deandrea’s seventh-

grade science teacher, didn’t know of her
medical condition and said she has blos-
somed socially this year.

“With her, it was like watching kudzu
grow in the middle of July,” he said. “She’s
an encourager. She is one of those that if you
were having a bad day, she was a real
positive force in that class.”

Deandrea aspires to be both a singer
and a doctor one day. “When I go to distant
countries, I can carry a plane of medicine
and clothes and food to the children who
need it,” she said. For Kakadelis, Deandrea
is one more success story.

“This example shows us how vitally
important it is to find the right match for the
child,” she said. “While grades are impor-
tant, they’re not the most important. Your
child’s well-being is the most important.”

Kakadelis laments that many parents
have no choice but to send their children to
traditional government schools.

“We need more K-12 scholarships,” she
said. “We need more companies to think
about scholarships for lower grades if par-
ents don’t have the option for tax credits or
vouchers or something to allow for options.
We need to help families.”

CSF has awarded more than 500 schol-
arships in Charlotte. But for Kakadelis that
isn’t enough. “There’s still over 1,000 on the
waiting list,” she said.

For more about CSF or to learn how you
can sponsor a family, call (704) 373-2378 or
visit www.csf-charlotte.org              CJ

School Innovation Spotlight

Choice Makes a Difference, Sometimes Between Life and Death

Children’s Scholarship Fund beneficiaries Deandrea and Odessa Gadsden
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Course of the Month

A  summer-session course ap-
propriately is this month’s
winner. It is a perspectives-

satisfier from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.

INTS 80: SOCIAL THEORY AND

CULTURAL DIVERSITY

Introduction to basic paradigms of
thinking about cultural difference (race,
gender, nationality, religion, etc.) en-
couraging students to examine how
those paradigms shape how we act, think,
and imagine as members of diverse cul-
tures.

This course came to CM’s atten-
tion by way of a forwarded email.
The text of the original message read:

Are you interested in finding out
who you are, and who are all these people
that you have to live with? The work of
this class will train students in apply-
ing social theory to daily life. We will
practice asking questions about place,
race, gender, nation, religion, and class
in order to understand who we are and
what is going on.

The course as announced in the
email was named “International
Studies 80: Place, Race, Gender, Na-
tion, Religion, and Class.”

What brave new learning this is!
What a breakthrough in understand-
ing of individuals! We are all the
sums of our place, race, gender, na-
tion, religion, and class parts! It all
makes sense now!

Of course, the ramifications of
this new understanding of people
are far-reaching. For an absurd ex-
ample, can you imagine if that fa-
mous scene in the movie “The Si-
lence of the Lambs” was rewritten
according to its principles?

Original version:
Hannibal Lecter: First prin-

ciples, Clarice. Read Marcus
Aurelius. Of each particular thing
ask: What is it in itself? What is its
nature? What does he do, this man
you seek?

Clarice Starling: He kills
women—

Hannibal Lecter: No! That is in-
cidental. What is the first and prin-
cipal thing he does, what need does
he serve by killing?

New, enlightened version:
Hannibal Lecter: First prin-

ciples, Clarice. Read “Marx, Us, and
Reading Us.” Of each particular
thing ask: Where is its place? What
is it racial, gender, national, and reli-
gious nature? What is his class, this
man you seek?

Clarice Starling: He kills
women—

Hannibal Lecter: No! That is in-
cidental. What about his place, race,
gender, nationality, religion and class
that causes him to kill women? And
what of the women, Clarice? What
are their places, races, nationalities,
religions, and classes?

Clarice Starling: (calling out) Dr.
Chilton! These are the run-of-the-
mill lunatics! I specifically requested
the homicidal maniacs, sir!   CJ

Higher Education
More sexuality classes, special housing arrangements

Report Urges Sweeping Changes to Fix
‘LGBTQ Climate’ at UNC-Chapel Hill
By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

UNC-Chapel Hill needs a great deal
more courses in “Sexuality Stud-
ies,” special theme housing for gay

students, domestic-partner benefits for gay
faculty and a revision of dependent benefits
to include unadopted children in a domes-
tic-partner arrangement, and the creation
of a new campus office, complete with di-
rectors, staff, and an advisory committee,
to consolidate academic and support re-
sources for gay students, faculty, and staff.

That’s according to just a few of the rec-
ommendations contained within a recently
released report to the provost on “growing
acceptance amid lingering and pernicious
discrimination” at UNC-Chapel Hill.

Entitled “The Report of the Provost’s
Planning Committee on LGBTQ Climate at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill,” it calls UNC-CH to uphold its “strong
commitment to the values of equality and
diversity [that] have been reflected tangi-
bly in the University’s establishment and
development of the Black Cultural Center
and the Women’s Center” with respect to
“lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and
queer-identified (LGBTQ) individuals.”

The report came about upon the request
of Robert N. Shelton, executive vice chan-
cellor and provost. Each section in the re-
port lists an individual charge from Shelton
as its genesis. Shelton charged the commit-
tee to review and make suggestions for
improvement in the following areas: the
university’s field of sexuality studies, the
campus climate for LGBTQ members, ben-
efits for LGBTQ staff and faculty, how the
university is meeting its service mission
with regard to sexual orientation and gen-
der identity, fundraising strategies for
LGBTQ interests, and administrative struc-

tures for developing, implementing, and
evaluating policies and services for LGBTQ
members.

The report’s recommendations are
many, and Shelton has informed the com-
mittee that some “would require legislative
approval.” He also has explained that “the
current budget crises makes taking these
steps more difficult.” The recommendations
include:

• Revising “existing courses to include
material relevant to Sexuality Studies and
to develop new courses in Sexuality Stud-
ies,” and having deans “routinely write let-
ters of thanks to faculty members offering
courses in the area [of Sexuality Studies],
to be put in their files”

• Establishing a “Program in Sexual
Studies under the auspices of the Office of
LGBTQ Life & Study”—which itself must
be established, complete with standing ad-
visory committee, director, programming
director, position for a “Center for Healthy
Student Behaviors,” LGBTQ development
coordinator, and four work-study students

• Increasing library purchase of “Sexu-
ality Studies resources”

• “Encourag[ing] departments to
evaluate courses in terms of their content
pertaining to issues of race, gender,
ethnicity, religion, and sexual orientation on
their course evaluation forms”

• Ensuring minority student “pre-ori-
entation” includes “materials that address
the specific needs and concerns of LGBTQ
students of color”

• Ensuring that university housing in-
cludes “LGBTQ living options,” since hous-
ing “does not allow live-in same-sex part-
ners” (although “married heterosexual
partners” may live together provided they
have “documentation of legal married sta-
tus”), and since there are no “theme hous-
ing” or other “housing options specific to

LGBTQ students and no way for incoming
students to identify ‘friendly’ roommates”

• Screening all recruiters through Uni-
versity Career Services and all internships
done through the university “to ensure that
their policies are inclusive of all sexual ori-
entations and gender identities”

• Inclusion of all same-sex “domestic
partners” in the university’s “spousal relo-
cation initiatives” and health insurance cov-
erage, and also “defin[ing] the children of
employees and their domestic partners as
eligible dependents under benefits pack-
ages” (current policies require legal adop-
tion by the employee if the employee is not
the child’s biological parent)

• Creating a confidential lending li-
brary within the Office of LGBTQ Life &
Study, to offer “books, movies, periodicals,
and other media”

• Mandating LGBTQ sensitivity train-
ing for “all professional and education stu-
dents”

• Creating a position within the uni-
versity for LGBTQ fund-raising and devel-
oping donors for LGBTQ interests, includ-
ing helping “LGBTQ seniors [senior citi-
zens] to make bequests to LGBTQ-focused
organizations and initiatives, [known as]
‘compassionate estate planning’”

• Appointing more (“an adequate rep-
resentation”) LGBTQ faculty to university
committees on diversity and equal oppor-
tunity; and

• Having the university “provide as-
sistance, expertise, and encouragement to
other schools in the UNC system” in de-
veloping similar programs on those cam-
puses.

Shelton said his staff will work to “de-
velop a budget for the next fiscal year, bear-
ing in mind the very limited funds that may
be available.” The report is available online
at www.unc.edu/provost.               CJ

The Williamson committee was set up in 1996
with a budget of more than $200,000, from a
bequest to UNC-CH by Dr. Charles
Williamson. Its purpose was to encourage gay
and lesbian studies on this campus within tra-
ditional departments, most going for course
development grants of $4,000 given to faculty
interested in teaching such courses. Following
are the awards made by the committee so far:

1996
• “The New Queer Cinema”
• “Queer Justice: Rhetorics of Law and Dis-
obedience in Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Life”
• “Out Since Pop: The Queering of
Postmodern Art”
• “Language and Power”
• $1,600.00 to bring the lesbian filmmaker Su
Friedrich to campus in conjunction with “New
Queer Cinema”
• Course on the articulation of homosexuality
in fiction in America, Britain, and the Com-
monwealth countries since 1945
• Feminist Theory and Literary Criticism En-
glish 90b English 291 (“Studies in Recent Lit-
erary and Cultural Theory”
1997
• “Queer Strategies and Art Practices”
• “Human Sexuality and Sexual Identities”
• “Southern Gay and Lesbian Writers in the
Twentieth Century”
• “Lesbians in History”

• “Politics of Sexuality”
• A unit on gay men and lesbians in “Media and
Popular Culture”
• “The Arts of Love” and “Aestheticism” revised
“in such a way as to deal substantially with top-
ics relating to gay men and lesbians”
• “Introduction to Gay and Lesbian Studies”
1998
• “Queer Strategies and Art Practices”
• “Space, Place and Difference”
• “Racial Representation and Sexual Difference”
• “Black Nationalism”
• “Electronics Information Sources”
1999
• Course deals with the question of how atti-
tudes toward homosexuality embedded in the
cultures of America, Russia, Japan, and China
affect the way alternative economic systems are
engineered and how systems affect homosexual
status
• “Subjectivity and Morality in the Urban World
of Film Noir”
• Gay and lesbian issues as they relate to com-
munication on the Internet
• “Reparative Work: Psychoanalysis, Creativity
and the Queer Body”
• “Gay, Lesbian, Bi-sexual, and Transsexual Lit-
erature of the Ancient Regime
• “Queer Latina/o Literature and Visual Art”
• “Sex, Love, Marriage, and Intimacy: The Poli-
tics and Privacy of Relationships”
• To develop course materials that address

Internet issues related to gays and lesbians
for “Introduction to Internet Issues and Con-
cepts”
• “Gay and Lesbian Culture in the Hispanic
World”
2000
• To develop course materials that address
gay and lesbian issues in “Mating and Mar-
riage in American Culture” and “Studies in
American Memory”
• To develop course materials that address
internet issues related to gays and lesbians
for “Seminar in Media Analysis: Critical Ap-
proaches to Communication in the Digital
Age”
• To reconfigure Anthropology 158 to in-
clude discussions of queer archaeology.
• “Topics in Gay and Lesbian Poetry and Fic-
tion”
• “Sexuality and the Law”
• “Methods in Queer Analysis”
• “Identity Undone: representing queerness
in video”
• “Latin American and Latino Theater in the
Margins”
• “Gay Men, Lesbians, and US Visual Cul-
ture Since 1970”
• To develop course materials that address
internet issues related to gays and lesbians
in “The Global Impact of New Communica-
tion Technologies”

Awards by the Williamson Committee to develop LGBTQ course material at UNC-CH since 1996

Source: “The Report of the Provost’s Planning Committee on LGBTQ Climate at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill”
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Guest Editorial

WILMINGTON

When a new Women’s Resource Center was
established at my university, UNC-
Wilmington, I was concerned it would

serve as more of a resource for feminist professors
than for female students. I also suspected the center
would try to advance a “prochoice” agenda with
little tolerance for the views of prolife advocates.

Those suspicions were confirmed during a re-
cent visit to its web site. I noticed that the center
claimed a dedication to education and advocacy on
a variety of issues facing women of “all backgrounds,
beliefs, and orientations.”
It also claimed an interest
in working with many
community-based organi-
zations and in maintain-
ing “clear lines of commu-
nication” between stu-
dents and “any organiza-
tions involved.” Despite
all that, the site gives con-
tact information for the
pro-choice Planned Par-
enthood, while Life Line,
a prolife center, is conspicuously not mentioned.

I contacted the site’s manager with a simple re-
quest for the center to add Life Line’s contact infor-
mation near that of Planned Parenthood, and I was
directed to Dr. Kathleen Berkeley. Berkeley had
pushed for the establishment of the Women’s Re-
source Center and is in charge of the center until its
first official director assumes her duties in July. Af-
ter a few days of deliberation and meeting with the
dean, Berkeley denied my request, stating “the ad-
dition of Life Line Pregnancy Center would dupli-
cate information provided by Planned Parenthood.”

Of course, there is no “nonduplication require-
ment” for groups posting information on the center’s
web site. For example, the site features two organi-
zations offering rape crisis counseling — and no rea-
sonable person could object to such duplication.
Surely, if someone built a second domestic violence
shelter in town, the center wouldn’t deny a request
to list it for duplication. Not only is this supposed
nonduplication standard nonexistent and unwork-
able, but it is also inapplicable to the case at hand.

The differences between Life Line and Planned
Parenthood are far greater than their similarities. The
decision to keep Life Line’s information away from
students is yet another silly episode revealing the
dishonesty of the university’s so-called commitment
to diversity. It is no accident that the university li-
brary has Planned Parenthood’s response to Bernard
Nathanson’s Silent Scream and a book by Berkeley
referring to the Silent Scream as “grisly sensational-
ism”—but not Silent Scream itself. The university
appears to prefer students reading reviews offered
from one perspective than looking at the original —
there’s a risk the students might come up with a dif-
ferent opinion.

The problem with higher education today is not
that people are unaware that the diversity movement
is dishonest. It’s that among those people with rea-
sonable objections to the diversity agenda, there are
too few willing to do something about it. Adminis-
trators at public universities simply have no right to
take money from taxpayers and use it to advance
their own political causes while systematically sup-
pressing the views of their opponents.

I hope everyone reading this article will dupli-
cate my efforts to expand the marketplace of ideas
at their local university. If your tax dollars are being
used to support a one-sided view on the issue of
abortion, respectfully ask for information on the
other side to be included. If you are denied, take your
case before the court of public opinion or, if neces-
sary, a court of law. After all, the right to free speech
is older than the “right to choose.” And censorship
is decidedly “antichoice.”  CJ

Adams is a UNC-Wilmington associate professor.

UNCW Feminists
Abort Free Speech

Supreme Court Considered Likely to Review
Michigan’s Lawsuit on Racial Preferences
By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

In a rare en banc hearing, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Sixth Circuit ruled, 5-4, in favor of the
University of Michigan Law School’s use of racial and

ethnic preferences in admissions decisions.
Court observers think it is likely the decision, in Grutter

v. Bollinger, will be taken up for review by the Supreme
Court. A key factor in the decision would likely be a large
division in the federal courts of appeals on the issue. The
Sixth Circuit and the Ninth Circuit (con-
cerning racial preferences at the Univer-
sity of Washington Law School) have
now both ruled in favor of the “diversity”
rational for using racial considerations in
admissions decisions, which the Fifth Cir-
cuit, in Hopwood v. Texas, rejected. Further-
more, the 11th Circuit was unique in its
ruling against the University of Georgia’s
racial points system of admissions that
the use of racial considerations in admis-
sions decisions must be “narrowly tai-
lored” to Powell’s diversity rationale.

The Court has passed on, or not had a chance to re-
view, previous cases involving racial preferences. In 2001
it declined for a second time to review Hopwood (it had
declined on it previously in 1996). Also in 2001, the court
dismissed without comment or dissent an appeal of the
Ninth Circuit’s decision favoring racial preferences at
Washington. The University of Georgia declined to appeal
the Ninth Circuit’s decision that same year. In 1998 the court
declined to review Farmer v. Nevada, concerning race-pref-
erential hiring policies at the University of Nevada. In 1997
a coalition of civil-rights groups finagled a last-minute

monetary settlement in the case of Piscataway v. Taxman,
concerning race-preferential hiring policies at a New Jer-
sey high school, which the court had selected for review
upon the last day of its 1996-97 session.

That the court would grant a review of the Michigan
case was considered likely regardless of the outcome of
the Sixth Circuit’s en banc hearing. Nevertheless, a likeli-
hood is not a certainty, in which case the circuit court’s
ruling would stand—and some features of how the Sixth
Circuit handled the ruling raised the red flag of partisan
politics. All five judges ruling in favor of racial preferences

were Democrat appointees. All three Re-
publican appointees dissented, joined by
one Clinton appointee.

At present, the Sixth Circuit is only
half its normal size, thanks to the Demo-
crat-controlled Senate’s out-and-out re-
fusal to confirm any nominees sent to
them from the Republican president,
George W. Bush. There are eight vacan-
cies on the court (one of the judges rul-
ing in the Michigan case having taken
“senior status” last December). Bush has

so far sent seven names to the Senate without one confir-
mation.

The request for en banc hearing was made last May, as
dissenting Judge Danny J. Boggs noted in a “Procedural
Appendix” that he filed “to record as an explanation of
the manner in which this case came before the particular
decision-making body that now decided it.” There were
11 active judges in the circuit then, and a conservative
majority. The request, however, failed for some reason to
be circulated to every judge. In fact, the request was not
revealed nor granted until after two conservative judges
retired, giving the circuit a liberal majority.                       CJ

White Professors Allege Racial Discrimination
In Lawsuit Against Salisbury’s Livingstone College

By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

F ive white professors have filed a lawsuit against
Livingstone College in Salisbury. The professors al-
lege that the private black college discriminated

against them, denying them tenure and promotions be-
cause of their skin color.

The five are seeking damages totaling about $1 mil-
lion. One of the plaintiffs, Arthur Steinberg, Ph.D., who
was terminated in May 2000, alleges that he regularly en-
dured racist remarks from black colleagues and that his
car was vandalized. The plaintiffs think they have a “smok-
ing gun” in a black administrator’s 1994 reorganization
plan for the college, which they called a document to re-
place white faculty who have powerful positions and chairs
in college departments with black faculty. Handwritten
marginalia on the document contain such instructions as
“English — Bring in black Ph.D.,” “Build up Sciences and
Math (Black),” and “Hire black chemist $48,000-$50,000”
(a salary that greatly exceeds a white faculty member’s
salary, they say). College officials deny discriminating
against the professors.

The suit against Livingstone is not the first instance of
white faculty alleging discrimination against a historically
black college. There have been several such instances in
the recent past, in North Carolina as well as the nation:

• In February, a federal judge dismissed a suit against
Delaware State University brought by a white professor,
Kathleen Carter, who said she had been denied tenure be-
cause of her race. Carter said she had been called a “white
bitch” by one colleague, and others told her that through
her chairmanship of the education department, she was
usurping blacks’ rights to govern themselves. (Delaware
State has settled two other discrimination lawsuits.)

• A jury deliberated only two and a half hours in Au-
gust 2001 before ruling that Barber-Scotia College in Con-
cord had fired a white professor because of his race. The
jury awarded David Miller, professor of sociology and
criminal justice, two years of back pay (including a 3 per-
cent bonus but subtracting the wages he earned at Johnson
C. Smith University) and punitive damages. The college
had argued that Miller was fired for changing grades, but

Miller had argued that grade-changing was a common
practice and that he had not changed the grades himself
but had gone through proper channels to request a change.

• Two tenured white professors forced to resign from
Cheney University in Pennsylvania were awarded $2.2
million by a federal jury in 1998. The two said they were
forced out after they opposed the appointment of faculty
members, minorities, that they thought were unqualified.

• In June 1997 the dean of the business school at
Georgia’s Albany State University, Walter Burgess, said on
television that he was filing a discrimination complaint
against the school. The next day he was hospitalized with
a concussion after being attacked on campus with a rock.
It was the second instance in a month that Burgess had
been the target of rock-throwing; the first involved 40 stu-
dents who jeered him with vulgarities and racial remarks.

• In January 1997 a federal appeals court upheld a
damage award of $180,000 against Saint Augustine’s Col-
lege in Raleigh for harassing an honors student who testi-
fied on behalf of a white professor in a discrimination law-
suit against the college. The college had urged the student,
Leslie A. Ross, who had been subpoenaed, not to testify
on behalf of Allan D. Cooper, who received a damage
award of $745,000 against the college in 1993. Ross, who
was also senior-class president, did testify. Going into her
second semester of her senior year, Ross held a 3.969 grade-
point average, but over the next few weeks her GPA sud-
denly fell to 2.2, she received five F’s and one B her final
semester, she was impeached as class president, and she
failed to graduate.

• In May 1996 the University of North Carolina Board
of Governors ordered Elizabeth City State University to
reinstate a white professor, Carol S. O’Dell, who had been
fired for accusing a former chancellor of the university,
Jimmy R. Jenkins, of racism. O’Dell had called Jenkins’
statement in a campus meeting, that “white faculty who
don’t like the way we do things here” should seek other
employment, “the most blatantly racist remark I can imag-
ine from someone who holds a leadership position in
today’s academic world.” Jenkins later apologized for the
remark, and O’Dell took a job at Chowan College.

• In 1993, as stated above, a white professor success-
fully sued Saint Augustine’s for discrimination.               CJ

There were several
features of how the
Sixth Circuit handled
the Michigan ruling that
raised the red flag of
partisan politics.

Mike S. Adams
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Rumored Bush Attack on Title IX
Fails to Materialize — For NowConservative Paper Stolen at Duke;

Petition to Say ‘Hi’ Signed at UNC-CH

Bats in the Belltower

S everal issues of the December
2001 press run of New Sense, the
conservative student publication

at Duke University, were stolen, the
March 2002 issue reported.

Thefts of conservative newspapers,
and campus newspapers in general, are
a problem nationwide. The problem is
so widespread that the Student Press
Law Center has a special section on its
web site, www.splc.org, devoted to it. Ac-
cording to the SPLC, newspapers have
been stolen at campuses in Maryland,
Florida, Alabama, Oklahoma, Massa-
chusetts, California, Texas, Maine, Ten-
nessee, Oregon, New Jersey, New
Mexico, Kansas, and Illinois.

In discussing the thefts, Martin
Green, New Sense president and pub-
lisher, wrote:

Winston Churchill once said: ”Some
people’s idea of free speech is that they are
free to say what they like, but if anyone says
anything back, that is an outrage.” Appar-
ently, NEW SENSE—in the pursuit of its
mission to provide a balanced argument in
politics on campus—has been so outrageous
that some within the Duke Community saw
fit recently to remove, and to dispose of, a
number of copies of our December issue.

Who, you might ask, would do such a
thing?

A stupid coward and a cheat, of course.
Who else? For only an imbecile would

steal a journal with which he could not ar-
gue. Only a dastard would purloin a maga-
zine with which he privately disagreed. Only
a fraud would—literally—steal others ‘ideas.
(Consider this your caveat, you varlet.)

At least the students at New Sense
weren’t threatened or assaulted, as their
peers at other universities have been this
year. Conservatives at the University of
California at Berkeley writing for The
California Patriot, which had an entire
press run stolen, were harassed and even
received death threats for publishing an
exposé of a radical Hispanic group on
campus, the Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan (MEChA), which in-
cluded quoting the group’s literature
that calls white people “gringos” and
calls for revolutionary liberation of the
“bronze continent for bronze people.”

At Tufts University, conservatives
writing for the Primary Source (more
than 4,000 issues stolen) were harassed
and charged with sexual harassment for
running a cartoon. The editor, Sam
Dangremond, was beaten to the ground
by three hooded leftist students for
painting an American flag and patriotic
messages on the cannon on the campus
quad (painting the cannon is a Tufts tra-
dition).

A real friendly petition

According to Carolina Review, a con-
servative student publication at UNC-
Chapel Hill, a UNC-CH student re-
ceived numerous signatures March 26
on a “nonexistant petition.” The stu-
dent, Robyn Gaylor, was sitting at a
table near the Pit consuming a “Jamba
Juice” with a friend and, on what she
called a “spur-of-the-moment, what-
kind-of-goofy-thing-can-we-do-today
decision” decided to write “HI” in large
letters in her notebook and flip it over
the table as a sign. Students began ap-
proaching Gaylor to ask about her
cause, and even offering to sign.

“They’d come and we’d say, ‘Do
you want to sign?’, and we’d give them
a pen and they’d look a little bit con-
fused, but they’d sign anyway,” Gaylor
said. “Basically if you had a pen and
asked them to sign their names on a
blank piece of paper, they did it. We got
about five or six signatures before they
asked what it was for, and then we said
we were saying hi.”

Gaylor said she will repeat the ex-
periment with an actual petition, one
that will be “something funny. And
wordy. And completely bogus.” She
said its purpose would be “to see just
how many people will sign when they
have no idea what’s going on.”

Water: chemical agent of death

Similar to Gaylor’s idea for a bogus
petition, a poll conducted in 1998 at
North Carolina State University by stu-
dents affiliated with Broadside maga-
zine, the conservative student publica-
tion on campus, found majorities in fa-
vor of bans on water and Teflon coat-
ing on cookware.

The Broadside poll referred to water
as “dihydrogen monoxide,” a “compo-
nent of automobile exhaust,” and said
that “if exposure in sufficient quantities
takes place,” dihydrogen monoxide
could cause: “asphyxiation if inhaled,”
“metals to oxidize and break down,”
“accelerated decomposition of wood
products,” and “electricity to conduct
to any surface that also contains elec-
trical charge.” It then asked if students
“believe that sources of Dihydrogen
Monoxide should be regulated or
banned?” Fifty-one percent of the re-
spondents did.

The poll referred to Teflon as
“polytetraflouroethylene” and said it
“has been known to emit toxic fumes
when exposed to extreme heat” and “is
also harmful when ingested or ab-
sorbed through the skin” before asking
if the respondents supported a ban.
Sixty-eight percent did.        CJ

By JON SANDERS
Assistant Editor

RALEIGH

Just from reading the preamble to Title
IX of the Education Amendments of
1972, one would not suspect it was also

a preamble to 30 years’ of controversy, fights
over interpretation, compliance tests, the
elimination of scores of athletic teams, and
a noxious slew of bureaucratic miasma:

“No person in the U.S. shall, on the basis
of sex be excluded from participation in, or de-
nied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimi-
nation under any educational program or ac-
tivity receiving federal aid.”

The legislation seems, as Watson would
say to Holmes after having his thoughts
read, absurdly simple. Yet it has been a re-
curring feature in sports news, most re-
cently in late May as yet another lawsuit
over its interpretation reached the courts.
Unlike previous lawsuits against Title IX
enforcement, however, the main feature of
interest in this one, filed Jan. 16 by the Na-
tional Wrestling Coaches Association along
with other coaches’ associations and wres-
tling groups, was the alarm rung through-
out feminist circles that the Bush adminis-
tration might weaken the interpretation of
Title IX.

“On the eve of the 30th anniversary of
Title IX,” warned The National Women’s
Law Center, “when we should be celebrat-
ing how far female athletes have come and
doing the work that remains to level the
playing field, the Bush Administration may
be poised to attack Title IX!”

Title IX is interpreted by the Office of
Civil Rights, the agency within the U.S.
Department of Education. In 1979, the Edu-
cation Department issued a policy interpre-
tation that put forth a three-prong test for
compliance with Title IX. The test proved
obscure, prompting legislators to call on the
Education Department to call for a more ex-
plicit policy interpretation. The department
responded in 1996 with its report, “Clarifi-
cation of Intercollegiate Athletics Policy
Guidance.” That report, however, itself
lacked clarity.

Norma V. Cantu,
then the assistant secre-
tary for civil rights, ex-
plained in the report that
“institutions need to
comply only with any
one part of the three-part
test in order to provide
nondiscriminatory par-
ticipation opportunities
for individuals of both
sexes.” The prongs used are these:

1) “substantial proportionality”—con-
cerning participation rates and opportuni-
ties of men and women at an institution;

2) “history and continuing practice”—
an institution’s “good faith expansion” of
athletic opportunities;

3) “fully and effectively accommodat-
ing interests and abilities of the
underrepresented sex”—seeing if there are
“concrete and viable interests among the
underrepresented sex” that the institute
should accommodate.

The wrestlers’ lawsuit challenges that
interpretation and the first prong of the test
on the basis that it actually establishes a
quota based on gender, expressly prohib-
ited by the actual legislation. It blames that
interpretation on colleges’ cutting of men’s
athletic opportunities—leveling the playing
field the way a lawn mower levels a yard.
According to The New York Times of May 9,
since the passage of Title IX “170 wrestling
programs, 80 men’s tennis teams, 70 men’s
gymnastics teams and 45 men’s track teams

have been eliminated, according to the Gen-
eral Accounting Office.”

Nevertheless, the law center’s tocsin-
rattler turned out to be premature, as the
Bush Justice Department actually defended
Title IX in its motion. The department ar-
gued that the plaintiff’s remedy of elimi-
nating the three-prong test and replacing it
with new guidelines would not lead to the
restoration of men’s collegiate teams or pre-
vent future eliminations. The department

further argued that the
six-year statute of limita-
tions for challenging the
regulations had expired.
It argued that the regula-
tions were originally
published in 1979,
whereas the plaintiffs
claimed that the 1996
“Clarification” repre-
sented new regulation.

Despite the surprise
from the Justice Department, the National
Women’s Law Center still warned of an im-
pending attack from the Bush administra-
tion. “It spoke volumes that in its response
to the lawsuit, the Administration made no
defense whatsoever, even in passing, of the
athletics policies that are so important to
young women in this country,” said Marcia
D. Greenberger, NWLC copresident.
Greenberber wondered “If this deafening
silence foreshadows a planned attack on
Title IX athletics policies.”

Under the Clinton administration, the
scope of Title IX expanded dramatically. The
Education Department extended it to in-
clude scholarships, salaries for coaches of
men’s and women’s teams, and sexual ha-
rassment (including, said the OCR in a 1997
policy interpretation, dirty jokes, and sexual
graffiti).

President Clinton even broadened it to
include classroom education, attempting to
ensure gender equity in every academic
program receiving federal funds (which
nearly all do).               CJ

 OCR’s Three-Prong Test for
Title IX Compliance ‘Clarified’

“The Clarification confirms that institu-
tions need to comply only with any one part
of the three-part test in order to provide non-
discriminatory participation opportunities
for individuals of both sexes. The first part
of the test —substantial proportionality —
focuses on the participation rates of men
and women at an institution and affords
an institution a ‘safe harbor’ for establish-
ing that it provides nondiscriminatory par-
ticipation opportunities. An institution
that does not provide substantially propor-
tional participation opportunities for men
and women may comply with Title IX by
satisfying either part two or part three of
the test. The second part — history and
continuing practice — is an examination
of an institution’s good faith expansion of
athletic opportunities through its response
to developing interests of the
underrepresented sex at that institution.
The third part — fully and effectively ac-
commodating interests and abilities of the
underrepresented sex — centers on the in-
quiry of whether there are concrete and vi-
able interests among the underrepresented
sex that should be accommodated by an in-
stitution.”

— Norma V. Cantu, in “Clarification of
Intercollegiate Athletics Policy Guid-
ance,” U.S. Dept. of Education, 1996

Since Title IX, 365
men’s sports teams
have been eliminated
from college pro-
grams, according to
the GAO.
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The University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill has weathered heavy
criticism of its Summer Reading

Program. The focus of the criticism is UNC-
CH’s mandatory requirement that all in-
coming new students read Approaching the
Qu’ran: The Early Revelations as part of stu-
dent orientation. Among the concerns
raised about the requirement, some more
relevant than others, there has been little
discussion over the summer reading pro-
gram and the idea of freshman orientation.

UNC-CH’s program is, as its website
(www.unc.edu/srp) states, intended to give
students a “common academic experience
with [their] new peers.” As a previous es-
say in this series explained, that common
academic experience used to be the core
curriculum, which has largely vanished
from the academic scene. Freshmen at many
universities in the UNC system and nation-
wide are given special focus in advising,
required to take “First-Year Seminars,” and
also made to attend numerous other col-
lege-orientation sessions.

As a freshman arriv-
ing on campus and want-
ing to get out and explore
his new situation might
wonder, why all the fuss?

One reason is the dif-
ficulty of the first year of
college on some students.
Freshmen drop out at
higher rates than upper-
classmen, have trouble
availing themselves of the
array of services for them given the bewil-
dering assortment of campus services in
general, and may even have trouble adjust-
ing to life in a campus setting away from
home. Freshmen are typically not settled
with their chosen major, and changes in
majors are typical.

As Anne Matthews wrote in Bright Col-
lege Years: Inside the American Campus Today,
“To have any hope of surviving a first cam-
pus fall, students need to learn thoroughly,
then cling to, a handful of campus environ-
ments. The classroom, where public perfor-
mance is suddenly serious. The dorm cu-
bicle, dull and bare, waiting for posters and
pillows bought on a first credit card. Din-
ing halls, where walking down the aisle
alone, balancing a tray, brings high school
uncertainties flooding back. Computer clus-

ters, airless under
fluorescent light,
packed with strang-
ers who all seem to
know far more than
you do.”

These problems
can be discouraging
to the students, but
they also impose
costs on the universi-
ties’ time, space, and
other resources. Uni-
versities have found it practical to direct re-
sources to orienting freshmen to their new
academic setting. Freshmen orientation lays
out the map of the university’s advising
system before the students, and it also in-
troduces them to programs and counselors
who might help students who need it to
stay afloat. It also allows students to meet
and befriend peers who are facing the same
issues and concerns.

Orientation as thought reform

There’s another reason for orientation.
It’s that freshmen are entering an entirely

different culture. The
campus they are entering
has its own political
façade. It’s not by acci-
dent that students in col-
lege refer to the world
outside as “the real
world.”

As Darîo Fernândez-
Morera wrote in Ameri-
can Academia and the Sur-
vival of Marxist Ideas,

American higher education is “a socialist
microstate.” American universities use ra-
cial preferences for admissions (socialist
countries used class preferences), and stu-
dents have socialized medical care, live in
public housing, and are issued meal tick-
ets. Orientation must prepare students for
life in a socialist microstate. But how?

“Within days of arrival on campus,
‘new students’ (the euphemism of choice
for ‘freshmen’) learn the paramount role of
gender, race, ethnicity, class, and sexual ori-
entation in determining their own and oth-
ers’ identity,” reported Heather MacDonald
in The Wall Street Journal Sept. 29, 1992
(“Welcome, Freshman! Oppressor or Op-
pressed?”). MacDonald found two themes
dominating freshman orientation pro-
grams: “oppression and difference—fore-

A New Web Site Providing a State Perspective
on 9/11 and the Current International Crisis

From the John Locke Foundation

Recent Articles and Columns Spotlighted on NCAtWar.com Include:

• Military historian Victor Davis Hanson argues that the Western way of war —
and Western notions of freedom and civilization — are proving their worth.

• Moderate Muslim clerics preach peace in Durham and Greensboro while a
former Black Panther leader calls First Lady Laura Bush a murderer at Duke.

• North Carolina’s economy, hurt further by wartime deployments, awaits help
from Washington, where disagreements about tax cuts block a stimulus bill.

• Dr. Andrew Taylor, NCSU Political Scientist, on the likely impact of the war
on North Carolina politics and the U.S. Senate race.

• As U.S. Marines from Camp Lejeune participate in military action near
Kandahar, Seymour Johnson airmen prepare for deployment to the Mideast.

• Gov. William Yarborough, former head of Special Warfare Center at Ft. Bragg,
distinguishes terrorism from legitimate armed resistance.

• Locke Foundation President John Hood argues that North Carolina short-lived
anti-war movement unknowingly exposed its own fallacies.

For the latest news, analysis, and commentary on the war on terrorism,
visit what National Review once named its “Cool Web Site of the Day”
located at www.NorthCarolinaAtWar.com — or www.NCAtWar.com.

Issues in Higher Education: Freshman Orientation

Orientation Programs Can Help Students Cope — or Drive Them Apart
shadowing the leit-
motifs of the com-
ing four years.”
These programs
amount to what
MacDonald called
“ideological de-
lousing” and “po-
litical re-educa-
tion.”

“A central goal
of these programs
is to uproot ‘inter-

nalized oppression,’ a crucial concept in the
diversity education planning documents of
most universities,” wrote Alan Charles Kors
for Reason magazine in March 2000
(“Thought Reform 101”). Kors, like
Fernândez-Morera, noted the socialist gen-
esis of the programs. “Like the Leninists’
notion of ‘false consciousness,’ from which
it ultimately is derived, it identifies a major
barrier to progressive change the fact that
victims of oppression have internalized the
very values and ways of thinking by which
society oppresses them.” Kors later ex-
plained how “Mao’s China was subjecting
university students to ‘thought reform,’
known also as ‘re-education,’ that was not
complete until children had denounced the
lives and political morals of their parents
and emerged as ‘progressive’ in a manner
satisfactory to their trainers.”

Wendy McElroy, writing for Fox News
May 9, 2001, also compared freshman ori-

entation to “Communist re-education
camps.” She found several parallels: “Al-
ternative ideologies must be suppressed”
(orientation diversity training systemati-
cally denigrates religion, conservatism, and
other “alternative value systems”); “Truth
requires thought control” (training to elimi-
nate language that serves to “perpetrate
racism”); “Family ties must be weakened”
(admitting racism and other “isms” in your
family); “The propagandists have noble in-
tentions” (orientation seeks “to end racism,
sexism, ageism, ableism, and heterosex-
ism,” among others); and “The effect is to
heighten anger and division among people”
(subjecting white students to humiliation
and ridicule for their racism, “brutaliz[ing]
different classes into appropriate aware-
ness” so that “people love each other with-
out ‘isms’”).

Regardless of the means, does it work?
“From the evidence, most students tune it
out, just as most students at most times gen-
erally have tuned out abuses of power and
diminutions of liberty,” Kors wrote. “One
should not take heart from that. Where stu-
dents react, it is generally with an anger
that, ironically and sadly, exacerbates the
balkanization of our universities.”

“Students who have been taught from
day one to identify themselves and their
peers with one or another oppressed or
oppressing group,” MacDonald wrote, “are
already replicating those group divisions in
their intellectual and social lives.”             CJ

Issues in
Higher

Education

cartoon goes here

Students are taught
the paramount role of
gender, race, ethnicity,
class, and sexual ori-
entation in determin-
ing identities.
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CHARLOTTE

Two highway projects in the Char-
lotte area are demonstrating pos-
sible means to address some of the

state’s road problems. The widening of In-
terstate 77 in Mecklenburg County just north
of Charlotte is the first use of the design-
build construction philosophy and HOV
lanes in the state. The second project, a
proposed toll road to speed access into por-
tions of neighboring Gaston County, would
allow the highway to be finished years ear-
lier than if it had to wait for state funding.

The problem

North Carolina has no lack of highway
needs. A 1998 audit noted that the state was
facing a $2.1 billion shortfall for projects in
its then current seven-year plan. Complet-
ing all identified projects on the Department
of Transportation’s books at the time would
take 26 years at 1998 funding levels.

The slow nature of the road construc-
tion process often makes it difficult to trans-
late additional dollars, should they sud-
denly become available, into immediate
results.

The Highway Trust Fund is a case in
point. The fund was created in 1989 to build
a series of road projects, including outer
belts around seven cities, specified at the
time by the General Assembly. Despite hav-
ing dedicated funding, the fund currently is
projected to have balances in the hundreds
of millions of dollars throughout most of
this decade. Many of the projects covered
by the Trust Fund are at stages, such as
design, land acquisition, or environmental
permitting, that take time and don’t require
that much money.

Design-build

The I-77 widening project is notable as
the first use of design-build philosophy in
North Carolina, in which roadwork begins
even as the design is being finalized. By
combining the work, key road projects can
be completed years earlier.

Under a traditional road construction
process, several years are spent finalizing a
road’s design before the project is put up for
bid. For a new road or major widening,
actual construction would typically take
about an additional two to three years to
complete. Even after the awarding of a con-
tract to physically build a
road, the state or munici-
pality remains in charge
throughout the project.
Cost over-runs are gener-
ally paid for by the gov-
ernment, not contractors.

Design-build oper-
ates under a different
paradigm. The contract-
ing government deter-
mines the general scope
of a project. Engineering and construction
firms then team up, spend their own time
and money to evaluate the project, and
present proposals as to how best to design
and built the project and at what cost.

Different teams can come to different
solutions in response to a specific challenge.
In the I-77 widening, HDR and Rea Con-
struction won the contract in part because
they were able to persuade the state that
replacing a particular bridge was unneces-
sary. By adopting slightly narrower shoul-
ders, an existing bridge proved to be ad-
equate, saving $3 million and cutting five
months off the construction time.

Design-build, HOV lanes, toll roads are coming to Mecklenburg, Gaston counties

Another difference is
that contractors are
the risk takers. If a job
proves tougher than
expected, they could
take a loss.

Detailed construction plans are com-
pleted only after a project has begun. On the
I-77 project, the contractor figured out how
to safely get dump trucks on to and off the
interstate after work had began. Overall,
construction time on the I-77 projection is
31 months, with completion scheduled for
December 2003.

Under a traditional approach, construc-
tion might have begun in 2004 with work
finishing in 2007.

Another major difference with design-
build is that the contractors are the risk
takers, not the government. If they come in
under budget, they stand to make a larger-
than-expected profit. If, however, the job
proves tougher than expected, they could
make less money or even take a loss.

Design-build, engineers note, is not
appropriate for all road projects. In particu-
lar, projects that involve complex environ-
mental permitting or land purchases are
usually best handled through traditional
road construction methods.

HOV lanes

A complement to building more roads
is to reduce the number of cars on the road,
especially during rush hour. Rail transit
lines are intended in part to do just this,
though they are, even if successful, an ex-
pensive option to build and operate.

An obvious way to reduce the number
of cars on the road is to get commuters to car
pool. In the real world, few people choose to

share a ride to the office.
The cost savings from
reduced gas usage and
less wear and tear on ve-
hicles typically aren’t
great enough incentives
for most people to make
up for the inconvenience
involved. If, however,
those in car pools or on
buses could be guaran-
teed faster, more predict-

able, commutes, more people might be will-
ing to share rides.

From this realization comes the con-
cept of the high-occupancy vehicle lane,
which is a special lane reserved for vehicles
carrying at least a certain number of people.
(The number varies by road; two or three
people per vehicle are common minimum
standards.) The lighter usage of HOV lanes
translates to a faster commute. In Washing-
ton D.C., traffic in HOV lanes averages 61
mph during commute times, compared to
29 mph on normal travel lanes.

The risk with HOV lanes is that they
will not win widespread public acceptance.

In practice, they have a mixed track record.
In Houston, 80,000 vehicles a day use HOV
lanes. In California, however, an analysis
for the state legislature noted that the lanes
are under-used and haven’t changed driv-
ers’ habits. Low usage even caused certain
HOV lanes in New Jersey to be turned over
to regular traffic.

The I-77 expansion in Mecklenburg
County marks the first use of HOV lanes in
the state. The Department of Transporta-
tion estimates that 800 vehicles per hour
will use the lanes in 2005 during morning
rush hour, compared to 1,800 vehicles per
hour on the normal travel lanes. Currently,
only 9.3 percent of vehicles on the road
carry two or more people, a high portion for
a road within car pool lanes.

The N.C. DOT is also considering the
use of HOV lanes on I-40 in the Research
Triangle Park area.

The western portion of Raleigh’s Outer
Loop will also have space reserved for fu-
ture HOV lanes. While the lanes will not be
built when road construction starts in 2008,
by widening the footprint of the road, it will
be much easier to add the lanes in the fu-
ture. Preliminary studies suggest the re-
gion might be able to support HOV lanes by
2025.

Gaston County toll road

Not too far from I-77, Gaston County
officials and their legislators in Raleigh are
facing a very different challenge: how to get
a road built that isn’t even on the state’s
highway plans.

Local leaders, concerned about future
congestion on the roads linking Charlotte
and Gastonia, want to build a new limited-
access highway to take some of the load.
The road would run roughly from Char-
lotte/Douglas International Airport, cross
the Gaston River, and run through south-
ern Gaston County to U.S. 321. Even pre-
suming the state decides to build it, the
state’s limited road budget will likely push
completion 15 to 20 years into the future.

The way around this is to make the
highway a toll road. North Carolina cur-
rently has no toll roads, although approval
to build one recently came from the General
Assembly. In July this year, the legislature
passed a bill creating a turnpike authority.
The House originated the bill and passed it
last year, while the Senate approved it in
July after considerable negotiation.

A compromise was reached in the Sen-
ate, where leader Marc Basnight, opposed
in general to toll roads, supported the bill to
build a single such road as a “pilot project”
during the short session.              CJ

• The saga continues in the
City of Wilmington. Last month CJ

reported that Assistant City Man-
ager Ted Voorhees interrupted a
court-mandated settlement hear-
ing.

In response, Voorhees, and the
city, are now the defendants in a
criminal contempt lawsuit filed by
Paul Johnson and Kent Chatfield.

Voorhees has been hired by
the City of Durham, which has had
many of the same problems
Wilmington has had, such as the
mismanagement of government
funds. Voorhees was a city em-
ployee when the Wilmington Fi-
nance Housing and Development
Corporation allegedly misused
funds and engaged in other illegal
activities. The City of Durham at
first told CJ that it would re-evalu-
ate Voorhees’ employability if he
became the subject of any lawsuit.
Voorhees is now a defendant, and
the city of Durham, represented by
Public Relations Director Betty Th-
ompson, has not responded to
questions about his future.

After leaving several messages
for Thompson, CJ received a call
from Durham City Manager
Marsha Conner. Conner said she
had no comment about the situa-
tion other than to say that
Wilmington City Attorney Tom
Pollard told the City of Durham
that Voorhees was in the clear.
However, CJ told Conner that Pol-
lard is one of many city officials
named in several lawsuits.

Durham is having many of the
same legal problems that Wil-
mington experienced with its hous-
ing authority.

In the meantime, the
Wilmington Finance Housing and
Development Corporation is still
under FBI investigation, so no in-
dictments against past or present
city employees and elected offi-
cials have been handed down.

• Score another win for  plain-
tiffs Kent Chatfield and Paul
Johnson. In a hearing on June 6,
Chatfield and Johnson took on four
lawyers and beat them.

Chatfield and Johnson filed a
lawsuit against the city of
Wilmington for barring people
from addressing the council dur-
ing public meetings. In a disturb-
ing development, the judge
wanted to negotiate the lawsuit.
Nevertheless, the city capitulated
to Chatfield’s claim that the city
cannot bar citizens from address-
ing the council in a public forum.

In response to Chatfield’s law-
suit, the city changed its policy be-
fore the court date. Therefore,
when city officials agreed to the
settlement in court, they had al-
ready revised their policy.

City Attorney Tom Pollard
said the agreement was easy to
sign because the city had already
changed its policy.

However, Chatfield, speaking
on “The Rhonda Bellamy Show”
on radio station WAAV, believed
that the city never would have
changed its policy if had not filed
a lawsuit. Updates on all these ac-
tivities may be found at
www.capefeargov.com.              CJ

High-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes currently in use in Houston, Texas.
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Smart Growth Foes
Fail in Ore. Election

In an election held May 21, 58 percent of Port-
land-area voters chose density over expansion of
the region’s urban-growth boundaries. Oppo-

nents of smart growth used the initiative process to
put a measure on the ballot to limit the power of
Metro, Portland’s regional planning authority, to im-
pose density on local communities. But voters re-
jected the measure.

Metro’s plan for Portland would quadruple traf-
fic congestion, increase air pollution, and reduce ur-
ban open space. It has already reduced the number of
families who can afford single-family housing by half,
imposed increased taxes, and reduced services in
order to subsidize Metro’s vision of apartments and
rail transit. Metro has even said that its goal is to
“replicate” Los Angeles’ congestion. Most Portland-
area residents place congestion and affordable hous-
ing high on their lists of problems. So why did they
vote for an agency and a plan to make those problems
worse? It appears that pro-
ponents of the anti-density
ballot measure failed to get
their message across.

Oregon residents have
been subjected to more than
a quarter century of propa-
ganda associating “land-use
planning” with “livability.”
Most opposition to land-use
planning has come from ru-
ral residents upset with the
down-zoning of their land. Seventy percent of Oregon
voters are urbanites who haven’t been sympathetic to
rural issues. In November 2000, Oregonians in Ac-
tion, a lobby group representing rural property own-
ers, placed several measures on the ballot but concen-
trated all its energy on Measure 7, which would
require governments to compensate property owners
whose property values were reduced by regulation
since they purchased the property.

Measure 7 passed, apparently because many ur-
banites could see the justice in compensating land-
owners for lost property values. More than 56 percent
of Portland voters opposed the measure, but Portland
suburbs and most downstate counties supported it. A
court eventually threw the measure out; it is now
before the Oregon Supreme Court. Still, emboldened
by the success of the compensation measure, Orego-
nians in Action wrote a measure to take away Metro’s
powers to increase densities.

Under Oregon law, Metro must provide enough
land for housing to accommodate an estimated 20
years worth of growth. Metro met this requirement by
ordering the 24 cities and three counties in its jurisdic-
tion to impose higher density zoning on existing
neighborhoods. If Metro loses this authority, it will
have to accommodate growth by expanding the ur-
ban-growth boundary. In response, Metro wrote its
own ballot measure that promised not to increase the
density of selected single-family neighborhoods for
13 years. If both measures passed, the one getting the
most votes would prevail. The vote displays an ur-
ban-suburban split and suggests voters were not con-
fused. Metro’s supporters campaigned on a platform
of “land-use planning means livability,” while they
portrayed “local control” as meaning “control by
speculators and developers.”

Metro opponents failed to convey that Metro was
reducing livability by increasing congestion, pollu-
tion, and housing prices. Polls show that Portland-
area residents both support the urban-growth bound-
ary and oppose density.

The only view compatible with these two goals is
no growth, and given a clear choice among no growth,
smart growth, and free-market growth, it is probable
that a plurality of Portland-area voters would support
no growth. A campaign over smart growth vs. free-
market growth, then, is really a battle for the no-
growth voters. Such voters will respond positively to
livability issues but not to property rights or local
control issues. Other challenges to Metro’s authority
are also possible.                      CJ

O’Toole analyzes growth policy for the Thoreau Institute.

By ERIK ROOT
Assistant Editor

NEW BERN

H omeowners associations are on the rise in the
United States as well as in North Carolina. How-
ever, what was once sold as an avenue for local

control and the protection of property rights has turned
into another means to deny homeowners full enjoyment
of their property.

The News & Observer of Raleigh reported recently of
one couple who is moving out of Cary because the asso-
ciation in their neighborhood constantly harasses them
about their dogs, which are considered a “nuisance.”

And it gets worse.
An 82-year-old widow in Houston lost her $150,000

home over an $814 bill. A constable showed up to her home
in April 2001 with an eviction notice and a moving van.
She lost her home because she failed to pay the
homeowners association dues. Some homeowners have
come under fire for flying the American flag on their prop-
erty. A judge in Virginia ordered Richard and Eva Oulton
to pay their association “damages” for the “visual nui-
sance” of flying the American Flag.

Shu Bartholomew dedicates one hour every week on
a local Virginia radio station discussing the far-reaching
power of homeowner associations. On her show, “On the
Commons,” Bartholomew interviews people who have had
their homes taken by associations for frivolous reasons.
It’s evident that homeowner associations have become just
another avenue for nosy people to assert their will over
their neighbors in their community.

Happ gets the shaft

Such is the case for a mild-mannered man named Rick
Happ, who bought a large piece of land secluded at the
end of a dirt road in Pamlico County. What he thought
was a 200-acre paradise turned out to be a nightmare. The
ordeal has halted construction of his home, which is about
$10,000 from completion.

Even if he can find the money to finish his home, how-
ever, he still may lose it. Members of the local homeowners
association have decided they do not like Happ and they
have overwhelmed him with litigation that he is forced to
combat. If he loses the case, he will be responsible for a
thousands of dollars in attorney’s fees on behalf of the as-
sociation and have to pay unspecified “damages.”

Happ bought his property from Weyerhaeuser in 1994
through the Weyerhaeuser Real Estate Company. The prop-
erty is not located in an area where people usually think
homeowners associations exist. It is nestled at the end of a
long dirt road and is the last lot in the area. The land abuts
the Neuse River. The property is rural—there are no paved
streets, no city or county sewer, no landscaped yards, and
the area is heavily forested.

According to Weyerhaeuser Real Estate Company pub-
lications, “The purpose of the Creek Pointe Homeowners
Association is to provide a means by which the actual prop-
erty owners participate in the development of the com-
munity.” While this sounds good, the association has se-
lectively applied the term “participation.” Some members
are allowed to participate, and others are not. Happ, for

Randall O’Toole

example, has been denied the minutes of the association’s
meetings and members of the association have discour-
aged his participation. The controversy began when Happ
installed a gate, actually a chain across his road, to his prop-
erty. It appears that members of the association wanted
unlimited access to Happ’s property. According to the law-
suit filed by Happ’s hostile neighbors, they maintain “all
of the Creek Pointe Homeowner’s are entitled to the use
of the road.” In other words, they wanted to be able to
walk on Happ’s property at any time, and walk any where.

However, according to the contract Happ signed with
the real estate company, he could “at his option…place a
locked gate or other device or method to entirely close the
road into his property to all traffic beginning at the lot line.”
Other maps of the property designate the road as “private.”

Unconstitutional authority?

Happ believes that the authority granted to such com-
munity planning organizations is unconstitutional. Patrick
Hetrick, professor of law at Campbell University, wrote in
the Campbell Law Review that the power of the associations
stems from the North Carolina Planned Community Act
codified as “N.C. Gen. Stat. § 47F-1-103(23). That statutory
subsection defines it as meaning ‘real estate with respect
to which any person, by virtue of that person’s ownership
of a lot, is expressly obligated by a declaration to pay real
property taxes, insurance premiums, or other expenses to
maintain, improve, or benefit other lots or other real estate
described in the declaration.’”

According to many who have followed the history of
homeowners associations, the minute regulation of every-
thing on one’s property is beyond the scope of the original
intention of such associations. There are numerous ex-
amples of non-adjudicated foreclosures on homes.

This fate could await Happ even though the Creek
Pointe Homeowners Association approved Happ’s gate on
April 29, 1994. Karl D. Blackley, of the Creek Point Archi-
tectural Committee, wrote Happ stating such approval.
However, apparently the association changed its mind. The
letter approving Happ’s gate appeared on Weyerhaeuser
Real Estate letterhead. Blackley is no longer a member of
the Creek Pointe HOA, nor is he employed at the real es-
tate company, but it is clear that he and the association
believed Happ had the freedom to install the gate. Calls to
current Creek Pointe board member Robert Hollatschek
(who also works at Weyerhaeuser) went unreturned.

“Wakeup call’ in North Carolina

Donie Vanitzian, a free-lance writer whose column
“Common Interest Living” appears in the Los Angeles Times
(she is also the author of a book called Villa Appalling!) said
that “Happ’s case should be a big wakeup call” for North
Carolinians. Homeowners associations have immense
power and “the litigation machine [they create] is out of
control, targeting law-abiding citizens who have done noth-
ing wrong,” she said. The case is now before the North
Carolina Supreme Court, which is considering the narrow
question of whether the Creeke Pointe Homeowners As-
sociation has standing to bring the lawsuit. For more in-
formation, go to www.propertyrightsnc.com.                   CJ

Rick Happ is locked in a bitter fight with the Creek Pointe Homeowners Association in Pamlico  County.
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Ronald Utt of the Heritage Founda-
tion reports that growth con-
trol advocates are asking the fed-

eral government to help them impose
their plans on localities. Counties and mu-
nicipalities in North Carolina are debat-
ing similar growth issues as those ad-
dressed in the following report:

“Despite the insistence of America’s
artistic elites and environmental activists
that people abandon the suburbs in favor
of denser living arrangements, most
Americans continue to exhibit a decided
preference for single-family, detached,
suburban-style housing on lots large
enough to ensure some measure of pri-
vacy and easy access to nature’s blessings.
Efforts to force people into densely
packed town and cluster housing or mul-
tifamily high-rise buildings consistently
fail to attract public support. For the most
part, many of those who choose to live in
denser multifamily housing and
townhouses do so for reasons of limited
income and often forgo these arrange-
ments once more expansive options be-
come affordable.

“Having failed to
achieve their objectives
in most communities,
environmentalists and
urban planners have
turned to the federal
government for help to
enact legislation that of-
fers federal tax dollars
to encourage communi-
ties to adopt their ‘smart
growth’ plans. Typical of this effort is the
Community Character Act, introduced in
the Senate as S. 975 and in the House of
Representatives as H.R. 1433. This legis-
lation would provide $25 million of fed-
eral tax dollars each year to states, com-
munities, and tribal councils to use in
implementing land use planning schemes
that conform more closely to how envi-
ronmentalists want American communi-
ties to be arranged.

Is open space endangered?

“Among the factors driving environ-
mentalists to discourage the traditional
pattern of suburban development is a be-
lief that such growth consumes undevel-
oped land at a pace that jeopardizes the
availability of open space, natural set-
tings, wilderness, and farmland. Federal
data on land use reveal such concerns to
be misplaced; in fact, only 5.2 percent of
the land in the continental United States
meets the government’s definition of ‘de-
veloped.’ Nevertheless, so-called smart
growth and new urbanist advocates are
undeterred in their efforts to impose costly
and constraining limits on how individu-
als may develop and use their private
property.

“Although there is no precise defini-
tion for a ‘smart growth’ policy or what
exactly the ‘new urbanist’ strictures would
entail, such policies generally seek to pre-
serve land in its natural or agricultural
state by encouraging people to live in
denser, city-like communities that take
up smaller amounts of land per housing
unit. Such communities would achieve
other related smart growth goals, such as
encouraging residents to rely more on
walking or public transit than on cars for
mobility. The policies also recommend a
closer mix of commercial facilities and
residential units to foster easier access to

By ERIK ROOT
Associate Editor

ASHEVILLE
CJ: Why did you decide to run for office?

Carl Mumpower: I have not been a particu-
larly connected political person. The driv-
ing force for me was my appointment to the
Civic Center Commission. I served as chair
for four years or so. I had such an unpleas-
ant experience with the arrogance, lack of
balance, and negative leadership that it
frustrated me enough that I thought I
should consider it. It was just a concept in
my mind until someone approached me. A
number of folks shared my concern and
they sort of talked me into it over a period
of time.

My decision was not without great
trepidation. I was apprehensive, not sure if
this was something I really
wanted to do. I was real busy
in my practice—I am a psy-
chologist —and my plate was
fairly full.

Once I got into it and
started bumping into some of
the absurdities, I became
more passionate about it than
I thought I would. I am really
glad I ran.

There were 17 candi-
dates. The two most conser-
vative candidates (myself and
Joe Dunn) were among the top three that
won. It has been a better experience than I
thought it would. Better to the extent that I
encounter a lot more well-intended,
thoughtful, community-minded people.

There are basically three groups to me:
There are people who have community in-
terests, special interests, and selfish inter-
ests. Special interests are fine as long as they
are trying to facilitate and educate. But
some people not only want educate and fa-
cilitate, but control, and that is when it be-
comes a selfish interest. We have a fair share
of those in Asheville, but we also have many
who value the community.

CJ: Let’s discuss your beginnings.

Mumpower: My father is from western
North Carolina—the Asheville area. My
mother is British, and I was born in Britain.
I traveled around quite a bit with the fam-
ily and finally settled here in Asheville in
high school.

I joined the service the week I got out
of high school in 1970 and volunteered for
Vietnam right after that. I was there from
1971-1972. I was in the Air Force.

CJ: What type of collegiate schooling did you
enter?

Mumpower: I am a psychologist. I went all
over—Western Carolina, University of
Georgia. I have two masters degrees and a
doctorate. I am now a medical psycholo-
gist in private practice.

I got a master’s degree in education
from Western and a master’s in clinical so-
cial work from University of Georgia. My
doctorate in clinical psychology came from
the Union Institute in Cincinnati.

CJ: What are some of the major issues confront-
ing Asheville?

Mumpower: One of the things that con-
cerns me most is that as Asheville grows
we maintain balance between the new and
nontraditional and the traditional, histori-
cal values and moras of our community.
And that’s one of the concerns I have is that

“Efforts to force people
into densely packed
town and cluster hous-
ing  ... consistently fail
to attract public sup-
port.”

we have to have balance.
When people start talking about

Asheville being the San Francisco of the
east, that’s not OK, in my mind. Asheville
has been built on some fairly traditional
conservative values and I do not think it is
reasonable to throw those away as we step
forward into the future. We should encour-
age a careful blending.

There are plenty of people represent-
ing some of the new extremes. I am more
interested in speaking for, what I call, that
mumbling majority who feel disenfran-
chised.

CJ: What is the answer to keeping what you term
the mumbling majority from becoming so dis-
enfranchised, they drop out of politics alto-
gether?

Mumpower: That is why I
think it is important that
those of us speak to that
mumbling majority to honor
them once we get elected and
not get corrupted and surren-
der to some of the tempta-
tions that exist in elective of-
fice—to please people, for ex-
ample.

The pressures are defi-
nitely there. Some of the
people with very special in-
terests are visible and articu-

late. When you listen to their presentations,
it is easy to get seduced.

A bumper sticker I had said “Principles
not Politics,” and I try to keep reminding
myself of that. I try to keep focused on that
and remember what I am trying to honor
here. Something I have noticed is that I am
rewarded from within on that, but not re-
warded much from without. I become a tar-
get for a fair amount of criticism. I try to
stick with it, though, and so far, so good.

Instead of focusing on things I disagree
with other council members—and there are
a lot of issues I do disagree—I am trying to
find things on the council that unite us and
work on those things. There is not a person
on the council that I have not reached out
to in trying to establish some initiative with
them to keep us working together in some
way. An alternative to look at what is not
working is to look at what does work.
Someone said once that unity is important;
uniformity is less so. One of the ways to
keep that unity is to keep the lines of com-
munication open and emphasize the things
we have in common. It is easy for a council
to become polarized and divisive.

In terms of things coming at us is the
state budget crisis: Our city manager did a
good job trying to hold the line. The League
of Municipalities recommended that the
localities meet with their local delegation
in Raleigh.

But we drafted our resolution before
that and started planning our trip to meet
our local delegation. I think we are ahead
of the curve in that respect.

I feel very strongly that if the state is
spending money, they should be respon-
sible in raising their own revenue instead
of passing it on to us.

Based on our efforts, I think the people
in western North Carolina know that this
is a state problem, not a local problem, and
it is only ours because they are passing it to
us.

If we just lose our local reimbursements,
I think Asheville can avoid a tax increase. I
can’t think of any circumstance where I
would support a tax increase that helps bail
out state government at the expense of lo-
cal citizens.                                                    CJ

jobs and shopping. In turn, these ar-
rangements, combined with more sen-
sitivity to aesthetic needs, are supposed
to create a greater sense of ‘place’ among
residents.

“While the adoption of land use
strategies that lead to greater densifica-
tion, or more housing units (and resi-
dents) per acre of land, would slow the
already glacier-like development of the
nation’s unused land, very few Ameri-
cans find crowded living arrangements
appealing. With few willing to embrace
the environmentalist’s vision of more
densely packed urban communities,
smart growth advocates now seek to
impose their vision on uncooperative
households by limiting tenancy choices
with policies that raise the cost of hous-
ing options they oppose. Among the
popular cost-raising, growth-limiting
mechanisms to control suburbanization
in this way are charging homebuyers
higher building and impact fees and/or
taxes, adding more regulation and re-
strictive zoning, and establishing growth

boundaries to deny
land for building.

“Critics of these
costly and coercive
growth-management
schemes have been
aware of the problems
such regulations cre-
ate for potential
homebuyers with
modest incomes, es-
pecially minorities.

Such concerns have begun to influence
the smart growth debate in recent years.

“In 2001, for example, Heritage
Foundation scholars expressed alarm
about the connection between high costs
and diminished opportunity in a study
titled ‘Smart Growth, Housing Costs,
and Homeownership.’ They concluded
that, ‘By raising home prices, such poli-
cies force households of modest means
into smaller units, or out of the commu-
nity altogether.’ Largely, the burden is
borne by entry-level homebuyers and
other households with low to moderate
incomes. And as more of these house-
holds are forced into the rental market
as such policies become more common-
place, the rate of homeownership will
fall. ‘Those who are harmed by escalat-
ing prices,’ noted the scholars, ‘are those
who are not yet owners, and this group
consists largely of those with household
incomes below the median, especially
racial minorities.’

“The Administration is correct to
oppose the Community Character Act,
and Members of Congress who have not
yet made up their minds on such legis-
lation should carefully review this bill’s
potentially adverse effects and the elit-
ist land use schemes behind it. Rather
than promote policies that limit oppor-
tunity, the Administration and Congress
should confirm long-standing Ameri-
can principles of free choice and market
solutions, including the right of people
to live and work how and where they
like. Federal leaders should reject cen-
tralized planning by any level of gov-
ernment, encourage diversity in neigh-
borhood design, and foster decentral-
ized decision-making on land use.   CJ

Go to http://www.heritage.org/library/
backgrounder/bg1556es.html to download
the full report.

Dr. Carl Mumpower
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The Boone Report (May/June 2002)
has finally secured the records of
the Statesville Housing Authority

after requesting for months that the agency
turn over its minutes. Despite the lethargic
response, the development should be en-
couraging news to those who seek public
records from government agencies that say
they do not have to comply with N.C. gen-
eral statues. Such agencies, The Boone Report
said, are public bodies and must comply
with the law.

Cafeteria privatization

The High Point Enterprise and the News
& Record of Greensboro report that Guilford
County schools may privatize their school
cafeterias. The move would save the school
system more than $2.3 million. Under the
plan, private companies would bid on the
contract to take over food services. School
Superintendent Terry Grier said he thinks
privatization will offer more food choices
that students wish to eat. Students now
rarely find their lunches appealing.

Copy privatization

Rocky Mount has decided to privatize
its copy services, according to the Rocky
Mount Telegram. The estimated savings to
the city will be $52,000. Copy Pro won the
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contract. The business will also sort the
city’s mail and process utility bills.

Onslow County privatization

The Onslow County Board of Commis-
sioners is looking into dissolving the Tour-
ism Development Committee, reports the
Daily News of Jacksonville. The TDC is seek-
ing to have the decision overturned. The
TDC argues that the commissioners vio-
lated TDC bylaws. According to the by-
laws, the commissioners must give the TDC
30 days written notice before taking any
action.

Chairman Delma Collins said “number
one, the commissioners created the (tour-
ism) board, and the commissioners can take
the board away.” County Attorney Roger
Moore said there was a misunderstanding
of what the commissioners did. They did
not amend the TDC’s bylaws, they termi-
nated them.

 Charlotte takes public for ride

As Charlotte plans an expensive light-
rail line that is heavy on cost — $348 million
at the low end — the chief economist of
Wachovia, John Silva, has questioned the
project, reports the Business Journal.

Silva thinks the money would be better
spent completing Interstate 485. “Is this
something that is going to make money or
be a tourist convenience that is heavily sub-
sidized? If it is the latter, then you have to go

to the taxpayers and tell [them] what it’s
going to cost to operate,” Silva said. Silva
also said that it’s time the Charlotte Area
Transit System shares more details about
light-rail costs.

The Charlotte Observer has reported that
the Charlotte system would cost at least $1
billion and possibly more than the highest
estimates that have been made public. Cit-
ies where public transportation becomes a
possibility have dense central business dis-
tricts, Silva said. While Charlotte has a cen-
tral business district, it does not have the
density of Manhattan, N.Y., for example.

Pointing out the little amount of think-
ing transit proponents have put into the
project, Silva said, “I look at Charlotte and
I don’t see it. We’re making a commitment
without having numbers.”

Former City Councilman Don Reid
agreed. Light rail “makes a nice postcard
and looks good on Charlotte Chamber bro-
chures. [But] the concept is flawed that you
have a fixed rail system to carry people
[downtown] when they want to go some-
where else,” Reid said. On the other hand, a
bus system would take people wherever
they wanted to go. Even though few people
would use a bus system, it would be better
than a fixed system that nobody rides.

What budget crisis?

At the same time that local govern-
ments are decrying Gov. Mike Easley’s de-
cision to withhold millions of dollars in

revenue reimbursements, cities are engag-
ing in new and unnecessary spending pro-
grams.

Raleigh is one such city. According to
The News & Observer of Raleigh, the city will
undertake a $248,000 program to institute a
street tree project.

Mayor Charles Meeker said trees are
central to the legacy of Raleigh: “Trees are a
key part of Raleigh’s heritage and [they] are
great assets to our city.” Despite evidence
that the United States enjoys more trees on
its surface than at any other time in history,
Raleigh joins Cary in an effort to plant more
trees at public expense. Some city officials
want to hire full and part-time employees
to manage the program.

Not sober about ABC

North Carolina is considering privatiz-
ing liquor sales, but the reaction has caused
most local governments to oppose such a
plan, The Gaston Gazette opines. The reason?
State-controlled liquor sales generate a lot
of revenue for local governments. Much of
the revenue goes to law enforcement.

The editors at the Gaston paper wrote,
“It is a little more than disappointing to see
the debate framed this way. The point of
privatization should be determining
whether a government service or program
belongs in the hands of free enterprise based
on what’s best for the taxpayer. It’s not an
issue of which level of bureaucracy gets the
most control.”               CJ
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‘Reassessing the Presidency’: Van Buren No. 1?
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Book Review

‘Doctored Evidence’ Exposes a Sick Government

• Edited by John V. Denson: Reassessing the
Presidency, Ludwig von Mises Institute,
2001, 791pp.

By GEORGE C. LEEF
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

Imagine that there is an equivalent of
the Academy Awards for politicians.
We have just gotten to the big moment.

“And the Oscar for Greatest President goes
to…um…Martin Van Buren?”

Almost no one ever thinks of Martin
Van Buren at all, much less as the greatest
American president, but in this magnificent
treasure trove of historical iconoclasm, you
will find Professor Jeffrey Rogers Hummel’s
essay “Martin Van Buren: The American
Gladstone,” wherein he contends that the
president who least betrayed the philoso-
phy of the Founders was indeed “The Red
Fox of Kinderhook.”

John Denson’s achievement here is to
bring together 23 essays dealing with some
presidents individually, and with the sub-
ject of presidential power generally. The
perspective of all the writers is classically
liberal, and that makes for a complete in-
version of the usual historical view of the
presidency. Most historians have a statist
bias that makes them prone to regard as
“great” presidents who expanded the
power of the federal government. The writ-
ers Denson has assembled, to the contrary,
analyze presidents by their fidelity to the
Constitution. If you want to arm yourself
to engage in intellectual combat with people
who adhere to the conventional notions of
presidential history, this book is an abso-
lute must.

There is so much in this hefty volume
that it isn’t possible to do more than men-
tion a few personal favorites, although not
one of the essays is a disappointment.

Presidents and activism

The book’s first essay, by the well-
known team of economists Richard Vedder
and Lowell Gallaway, “Rating Presidential
Performance,” asks whether it might be the
case that presidents are inclined toward
“activism” (which is to say, aggrandizement
of federal and especially executive power)
because that is what is apt to build one’s
historical legacy. They write, “If presiden-

tial scholars on balance have a bias toward
activism, we would hypothesize that there
would be a positive relationship between
the growth of the relative size of govern-
ment during a presidency and the reputa-
tion of that president with the presidential
scholars.”

The authors proceed to compare the
rankings of presidents given by several of
those scholars, invariably according “great-
ness” to presidents who expanded federal
power enormously, with their own ranking,
which gives high marks for holding down
(better still, decreasing) the federal budget.
Vedder and Gallaway regard as our best
presidents the likes of Andrew Johnson and
Warren Harding, who downsized war-
bloated federal behemoths.

H. Arthur Scott Trask takes a fresh look
at Thomas Jefferson. Certainly Jefferson was
not one of the great aggrandizers, but nei-
ther did he adhere strictly to the principles
of the Founding. He was elected with the
promise of a new “revolution” that would
undo the Federalist excesses. Trask con-
cludes, however, that “Jefferson’s failure to
institutionalize his revolution‚ was due to
his misplaced faith in the good sense of the
people. He simply could not believe that
they would ever discard the federal Con-
stitution and its restraints on power for the
allure of an energetic state that could ac-

complish great things. He was wrong.”

Wilson and Truman

Richard Gamble’s essay “Woodrow
Wilson’s Revolution Within the Form” pro-
vides the reader with a remarkably clear-
eyed view of our mawkish president from
Princeton. He quotes Wilson’s first inaugu-
ral address: “There has been a change of
government,” Wilson intoned. Henceforth,
the U.S. government would be “put at the
service of humanity.” This disastrous shift
from more or less minding our own busi-
ness and letting individual Americans de-
cide whether they wanted to do anything
to help “humanity” to the busybody state
we now have was Wilson’s doing. Gamble’s
analysis is razor-sharp. “Wilson was a
gnostic revolutionary at the most elemen-
tal level in that he wished to repeal the past
by waging war against the institutions of
the past…”

Harry Truman’s star has been in the
ascendancy in recent decades, with some
historians putting him in the “near-great”
category. Ralph Raico devastates that no-
tion with his essay, “Harry S. Truman: Ad-
vancing the Revolution.” Far from the
plain-spoken man of common sense that
modern admirers paint, Truman was a de-
voted statist disciple of Roosevelt who was
held back from many outrageous attacks on
American freedom only because Congress
balked at them.

For example, when railroad workers
went on strike in 1946, Truman wanted to
respond by drafting them into the army. His
attorney general told him that the existing
Draft Act didn’t give him that power, so a
bill was hastily drafted and passed the
House overwhelmingly. Fortunately, the
Senate had the sense to reject the bill. An-
other shining example of the Truman mind
at work is his proposal for a government
takeover of the meat-packing industry
when, owing to the continuation of wartime
price controls, the nation faced a meat short-
age. Raico writes, “ever the cheap dema-
gogue, (Truman) pilloried the meat indus-
try as responsible for the shortage.” The
idea of nationalizing the meat industry was
dropped only because it was seen as “im-
practicable.”

Those are but a few tasty morsels. Buy
this fabulous book for the entire feast.     CJ

•� Princeton University profes-
sor Bernard Lewis has written What
Went Wrong? Western Impact and
Middle Eastern Response, a portrait of
the Middle Eastern culture in turmoil.
Lewis looks at the eclipse of the
Middle East in the last three centu-
ries, saying that for many centuries,
the world of Islam was in the fore-
front of human achievement. Chris-
tian Europe, a remote land beyond its
northwestern frontier, was seen as an
outer darkness of barbarism from
which there was nothing to learn or
to fear. And then everything changed,
as the previously despised West won
victory after victory, first in the battle-
field and the marketplace, then in al-
most every aspect of public and even
private life. More on this Oxford Uni-
versity Press title at www.oup-
usa.org.

• Zoya’s Story: An Afghan
Woman’s Struggle for Freedom, is a
young woman’s account of her clan-
destine war of resistance against the
Taliban and religious fanaticism at
the risk of her own life. Only 23, Zoya
has witnessed and endured more
tragedy and terror than most people
do in a lifetime. She grew up during
the wars that ravaged Afghanistan
and was robbed of her mother and
father when they were murdered by
Muslim fundamentalists, and then
fled Kabul with her grandmother.
She joined the Revolutionary Asso-
ciation of the Women of Afghanistan,
which challenged the edicts of the
Taliban, and made dangerous jour-
neys back to her homeland to help the
women oppressed by its evil system.
Published by William Morrow &
Company, information is at
www.harpercollins.com.

• In Heaven on Earth: The Rise and
Fall of Socialism, the American Enter-
prise Institute’s Joshua Muravchik
(himself a former socialist) traces its
doctrine through sketches of the
thinkers and leaders who developed
the theory, led it to power, and pre-
sided over its collapse. We see such
dreamers and doers as Gracchus
Babeuf, Robert Owen, Friedrich
Engels, Benito Mussolini, Clement
Attlee, Julius Nyerere, and Mikhail
Gorbachev, Deng Xiaoping, and Tony
Blair, who became socialism’s inad-
vertent undertakers. Muravchik tells
a story filled with character and event
while at the same time giving us an
epic chronicle of a movement that
tried to turn the world upside down
— and for a time succeeded. Avail-
able at www.encounterbooks.com.

• Why do American students’
reading and writing test scores con-
tinue to decline? Why does the
achievement gap continue to grow
between minority and other stu-
dents? Poor teacher training, large
class size, small budgets, and other
such answers have been proposed for
these vexing questions. But Sandra
Stotsky, author of Losing Our Lan-
guage: How Multiculturalism Under-
mines Our Children's Ability to Read,
Write and Reason, argues that it is the
incorporation of a multicultural
agenda into basal readers, the pri-
mary tool for teaching reading in el-
ementary schools, that has stunted
children’s ability to read. Also pub-
lished by Encounter Books.                CJ

• Michael Biehl: Doctored Evidence, Bridge
Works Publishing, 2002, 273pp., $23.95

By GEORGE C. LEEF
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

D octored Evidence is a very good
first novel by Michael Biehl, a law-
yer who specializes in health care

law and who in his quarter century in that
field has seen some ugly medical and legal
practice. Novelists usually write about
things they know and Biehl’s book lifts up
a rock to allow light to shine on hidden
doings by doctors and lawyers. How the
critters do squirm when exposed!

Unethical practices by professionals—
such as ordering treatment that will do the
patient no good, but puts more money in
the pocket of the doctor ordering it—is noth-
ing new. That muck has been raked many
times before. Doctored Evidence, however, is
not an exercise in doctor and lawyer bash-

ing. The book’s subtle point is that it is
government interference with the opera-
tion of the market for medical services that
makes all the fraud possible. The villains in
print are avaricious doctors and hospital
administrators, but the villains between the
lines are people who ply their trade in the
U.S. Capitol.

The chief financial officer of a strug-
gling Chicago-area hospital goes in for sur-
gery. At the beginning of the operation, a
catheter breaks up in his bloodstream, send-
ing plastic fragments coursing throughout
his body. Within hours, he’s dead. An acci-
dent? Almost immediately, the hospital’s
legal counsel, Karen Hayes, begins an in-
vestigation. When the analysis of the plastic
fragments comes back, it is clear that the
catheter had been overheated to ensure that
it would fail and kill the patient. Who had
the motive, the means, and the opportu-
nity? The book works well as a whodunit,
with several episodes that will have your

pulse quickening as the villains try to pre-
vent the investigation from succeeding.

But there are lots of whodunit thrillers
that don’t really have any point. Doctored
Evidence makes a number of excellent pub-
lic policy points. The most important of
them is that patients suffer, both financially
and medically, because we have moved so
far away from a free market in health care
and into a system dominated by govern-
ment regulations and payments. Doctors,
for example, find it fairly easy to make
vastly inflated incomes by billing Medicare
and Medicaid for procedures that were un-
necessary or never even performed. Biehl
doesn’t have any character come right out
and say, “Massive billing fraud is so easy
because, as Milton Friedman often says,
‘No one spends other people’s money as
carefully as he spends his own,’” but the
perceptive reader will get the message.

Doctored Evidence is fun reading, but
instructive, too.               CJ
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Book Review

A Nation of Cowards: Guns and Americans Unfit for Revolution

Book Review

Love & Economics: Learning to Respect the Role of the Family
• Jennifer Roback Morse: Love & Economics:
Why the Laissez-Faire Family Doesn’t Work,
Spence Publishing Company, 2001, 273
pages, $27.95.

By RYAN H. SAGER
Guest Contributor

WASHINGTON, D.C.

In Love & Economics, Jennifer Roback
Morse explores territory where many
libertarians fear to tread: the impor-

tance of the family to civil society. Libertar-
ians have spent so much time making the
case for the autonomy of the individual, in
her view, that they have become reticent to
consider the importance of strong, and even
restrictive, family bonds. Autonomy is not
just a libertarian fetish, though, Morse says.
Many on the left have also been tempted by
the desire to shirk the responsibilities of
hearth and home. Both, however, fail to
appreciate the essential role of the family in
shaping individuals and binding society.

To open the book, Morse singles out
what she calls the new problem that has no
name. She dubs it the “laissez-faire family.”
In this family, the members take the liber-
tarian approach to economics and govern-
ment to its logical extreme in their personal
lives, considering themselves bound to their
spouses and families only insomuch as they
have consented to be bound. Such an ar-
rangement is untenable, in Morse’s view,
because human relationships are too com-
plex to be conceived of as contracts; and
because it devalues one of the most basic
human values, namely love.

Economists usually are not comfort-
able with amorphous and embarrassing-to-

discuss concepts such as love, but Morse,
who taught economics for 15 years at Yale
and George Mason universities, makes a
compelling case for the important connec-
tion between love and economics.

Economy based on trust

As economists know, trust is arguably
the central factor in establishing a working
economy. Trust, however, is not an inher-
ent human quality, and is not earned
through the marketplace. Instead, Morse
argues, it is incubated within the family.

Parents must give their children love, not
seeking anything in return, to begin the
cycle of trust and reciprocity.

The question of how parents achieve
this leads to perhaps the most insightful
discussion in the book as Morse applies
economics to the realm of parenting, draw-
ing heavily on her own experience as a
mother of two children. Building on Hayek’s
concept of tacit knowledge—the innumer-
able and unspoken reasons behind people’s
economic actions—Morse goes into great
detail showing the plethora of ways in which
parents, especially mothers, often unknow-
ingly contribute to their children’s develop-
ment through seemingly meaningless and
random actions. From the simplest rocking
of a newborn (which stimulates the ner-
vous system and helps with sensory inte-
gration), to the more complex game of peek-
a-boo (which builds the basic concept of
trust and reciprocity), parents continually
shape their children in ways that can scarcely
be imitated by people or institutions out-
side of the family.

Unfortunately, in Morse’s view, it is to
just such people and institutions that many
on the left and the right wish to hand the
care of their children. For those on the left
the ideal alternative to parental care is state-
run, or at least state-supported, day care.
Those on the right favor market-based day
care. No alternative, however, can match
the care of a dedicated parent as far as
Morse is concerned. State-run day care,
where it has been tried, such as in many of
the former Soviet bloc countries, operates
with all the warmth and humanity of a
puppy mill. And even the most highly paid

au pair cannot help but fall short—unable
to form the permanent bonds a child needs.

Marriage like a partnership

Later in the book, Morse turns her at-
tention to the common conceit of analogiz-
ing marriage to a contract between a hus-
band and a wife. In a quite thorough and
illuminating section, she demonstrates that
marriage is closer to the legal definition of a
partnership than a contract. Whereas in a
contract very specific exchanges are laid
out ahead of time, in a partnership resources
are joined and control of the enterprise is
shared, allowing for far more flexibility. A
marriage cannot be a contract, she argues,
because of the inherent complexity of hu-
man relationships, which need the flexibil-
ity of committed partnerships to survive.
Bonds between parents and children, and
between other blood relations, rise even
above the level of partnerships.

Despite a somewhat garbled discus-
sion at the end of the book of whether the
decision to love is reasonable—a section
that attempts to answer such intractable
questions as “what is love?” (perhaps best
left to noneconomists)—Morse makes a
compelling case for libertarians and others
to pay more respect to the role of the family.
While many commentators have made the
case for strong families, Morse’s economic
approach is a novel and thought-provoking
addition to a long-running debate.           CJ

Ryan H. Sager is a freelance writer based in
Washington, D.C.

• Jeff Snyder: A Nation of Cowards: Essays
on the Ethics of Gun Control, Accurate Press,
2001, 170pp., $24.95

 By DAVE KOPEL
Guest Contributor

 RALEIGH

While there are many books on em-
pirical, sociological, historical,
legal, or political aspects of gun

policy, A Nation of Cowards is the first full-
length book focused on philosophical ques-
tions.

The first, and best essay in the book
bears the same name as the book. Originally
published in 1993, Snyder’s essay chal-
lenges the notion that reliance on govern-
ment employees for protection is morally
superior to protecting oneself. Indeed,
Snyder suggested that a failure to protect
oneself is immoral.

The rest of the book consists of reprints
from Snyder ’s column for American
Handgunner magazine, plus some other
writings. This means that there is consider-
able repetition of themes from one chapter
to the next. It also means that Snyder rarely
gets much more sophisticated than in the
first chapter. We see the same issues exam-
ined from various angles, but the perspec-
tives never lead to greater depth.

“Helpless” feminists

Even so, Snyder makes many excellent
points, persuasively expressed. Looking at
the National Organization of Women’s op-
position to female gun ownership, he ob-
serves that “feminine helplessness is accept-
able as part of feminist dogma” as long as

women rely on the state, rather than an in-
dividual male for protection.

 Snyder also addresses the argument
that women should not use guns for de-
fense against predators because defensive
gun use is not always successful: “such ar-
guments rest on the craven suggestion that
you ought not to fight back unless you are
first guaranteed perfect, risk-free protec-
tion.” He likens eschewing guns because
armed defense is not always successful to
not wearing seat belts.

Much of the gun control debate in
America revolves around social science and
arguments for utility. Snyder raises two
objections to such arguments: First, groups

like Handgun Control shouldn’t force oth-
ers to live according to HCI’s theory of util-
ity and effective protection. Second, utility
is irrelevant because it doesn’t matter how
many people misuse guns compared to
how many people use them properly; to
deny even one person the right to carry a
gun because everyone else misuses guns is
a violation of his natural rights.

Another of Snyder’s targets is “instru-
mentalism"—ascribing moral qualities to
firearms, rather than to the intention of the
person with the firearm. This leads to his
broader point that the gun issue is funda-
mentally about character, and that refusing
to assume the responsibility of owning a
gun to defend one’s family is an abdication
of the responsibility necessary be the citi-
zen of a republic. This abdication, he argues,
is an admission that the individual is not
fit to govern himself, but instead must be
cared for and controlled by government.

Certainly there is often a correlation
between unwillingness to defend oneself
and support for the nanny state. But in this
argument, Snyder lacks nuance and respect
for the variety of the human condition.

Americans unfit to revolt

In his final chapter, “Revolution,”
Snyder considers whether revolution could
be justified today. He answers in the nega-
tive. First, American character today is more
like that of the revolutionary French than
like that of America’s Founding generation.
Americans today are dependent on govern-
ment and afraid of responsibility, and there-
fore unfit to make a new government.

 Second, Snyder points to John Locke’s

observation that a revolution cannot suc-
ceed unless much of society agrees that
radical change is necessary, and there is no
such widespread belief in modern America.
Snyder urges that “We must study again”
the founding documents, and “consider
what principles and institutional structures
might best secure liberty,” including ques-
tioning where the Founders—or we—may
have failed.

Readers who want to study the Found-
ing documents and the right to arms should
purchase The Origin of the Second Amend-
ment: A Documentary History of the Bill of
Rights. The book has a new edition in hard-
back this year, but the 1995 paperback edi-
tion is nearly as good.

Starting with the Constitutional Con-
vention in the summer of 1787, and continu-
ing through 1792, the book reprints the text
of relevant sections (broadly defined) of
every legislative proceeding, newspaper
article, correspondence, and every other
document related to the Second Amend-
ment and the right to arms.

Besides 750 pages of original docu-
ments, the book offers an appendix of the
full text of state constitution Bills of Rights
from the Founding Era. Another appendix
shows which states recognized certain
rights or demanded their recognition in the
federal constitution; the right to arms was
nearly ubiquitous, and much more often
recognized or demanded than the rights of
assembly or petition.

When the Fifth Circuit recently upheld
the individual right to arms, the court cited
Young’s book scores of times, demonstrat-
ing its status as a leading source of original
constitutional documents.               CJ

Jennifer Roback Morse



R edistricting is a good example of how partisanship
and factional division can pull proper political
discourse into a miasma of bickering and recrimi-

nation. It is also illustrative of far deeper divisions within
our polity and culture that do not bode well for the future
and confirm many fears enunciated by America’s Found-
ing Fathers.

After Johnston Superior Court Judge Knox Jenkins
threw out a legislative redistricting plan tilted, not surpris-
ingly, in the Democrats’ favor, the liberal intelligensia
threw a fit. Whatever the judicial implications of the Jenkins
ruling upholding the challenge to the legislature’s plan in
favor of his own design, the political echoes are likely to be
severe. We have already seen the stirrings of vengeful
angst among Senate leaders in the budget they proposed
June 12.

In that proposal Democratic leaders want to cut the
budgets and staffing for the state Supreme Court and for
Jenkins’s Superior Court resident judgeship. As The News
& Observer of Raleigh reported, even the “director of the
Administrative Office of the Courts called the proposed
cuts surprising and shocking.” Other than petty and vin-
dictive partisanship, what possible reason could there be
for these cuts? Isn’t the judiciary, along with the pursuit of
crime control and public safety, complementary to the
state’s most vital duty? Perhaps continued funding for the
Global TransPark is more important.

Herein is the point: It doesn’t matter what party en-
gages in petty political moves. Both major parties share
enough guilt to go around. What matters is that the bigger
government gets and the further its hand reaches into our
lives by seizing our income and exercising egregious power,
the more bitter the partisan differences get. When members
of one party have controlled the reins for so long and sees
them slipping loose they get desperate. Democrats seem
desperate right now, and for good reason. But neither
should Republicans be smug about the possible results.
Few elections have a truly preordained outcome and, let’s
face it, the GOP retains more than its share of power-
hungry incompetence. Yet this issue is more serious than
the health of any political party.

As James Madison wrote in the Federalist Papers, fac-
tionalism and partisanship can lead to dire consequences
such that “the public good is disregarded in the conflicts of
rival parties; and their measures are too often decided, not
according to the rules of justice, and the rights of the minor
party; but by the superior force of an interested and over-
bearing majority.”

This is an abscess that is growing in both our state and
national politics. Just as liberals grasp desperately for a
hook upon which to hoist their enemies, with little regard
to truth or principle, so do conservatives too often surren-
der their own doctrine for the chance to acquire and retain
power at the expense of higher goals. Whether it’s frus-
trated Republicans aching to make a Bill Clinton bleed, or

Editorials

FANATIC FACTIONS
Partisanship is poisoning democracy
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There are times when
partisanship can offer
a balm to the tempest
of debate and others
when it rends the po-
litical process.

ELECTION ENDGAME
Legislature in high-risk gamble

unslaked Democrats groping to wound a popular wartime
president, the current environment is made so incendiary
by what seems to be an equally divided electorate.

Close balances of power tend to increase the level of
conflict within a fractious political system. As our Found-
ing Fathers warned repeatedly, such partisanship is in-
flamed further by the expansion and reach of government
power as each faction grasps to control the spigot of dispen-
sation. A relevant, distressing side-effect is that such dis-
agreement, often vicious, even more of-
ten petty, disillusions the very citizens
public leaders should wish to draw into
the process. Their alienation increases
the power of the activists on the margin
who seek only to concentrate power, even
through nefarious means, as they grow
ever more fearful of losing their domain.
This is where we are today both nation-
ally and in North Carolina. It is a frustrat-
ing, albeit unsurprising, development.

In politics, it usually takes a crisis to
provide the impetus to break this sort of conundrum. It
may be that the War on Terror will have such an impact in
this fall’s elections. It may also be that what people finally
do in the voting booth will depend on much more. There
are too many elements that mold such decisions to explore
here, but it is also true that current political dynamics
suggest that this cage of partisan divisiveness will be
rattled very soon. And attacking a popular president in
wartime could hurt the “out” party down the ticket. But the
further down the ticket one goes, the more voters are likely
to switch from conceptual or ideological decisions to a
more personal approach. So no matter how much those in
control might bleat, those out of the loop should be careful
what they wish for.

Another indicator may be recent European elections,
though held under parliamentary procedures and thus not
easily comparable, where the Left has been consistently
and fairly decisively losing to the Right. Again, the com-
parison is imprecise but not dissimilar to the early 1980s
with the rise of Reagan, Thatcher, and Kohl.

But while we hesitate to call it a crisis yet, we have a
serious situation in North Carolina exemplified by both the
budget and redistricting fights. There are times when seri-
ous partisanship offers a balm to the tempest of political
debate. And there are times when it rends the political
process. That time is now.

A s we enter the sultry days of summer, on the cusp
of the dog days of August, we witness again the
profusely hot breath of professional politicians in

the North Carolina General Assembly who are no longer
our originally conceived citizen legislators. As far back as
1801, in debate over the federal Judiciary Act of 1789, mem-
bers of the legislature were deeply concerned about an “at-
titude of aristocratic superiority.” Today, they have adopted

that same attitude in Raleigh that their predecessors feared
was being forced upon them from the federal government.
With North Carolina’s traditional inhibitions regarding
royalist pretense, this should be surprising. We now have
a legislature that seems forever present and takes too long
to do very little other than gouge taxpayers for per-diem
payments and bad legislation. A dab of recent history, or
current debate, makes one wonder why these people even
get a paycheck. Even more, it may make some North Caro-

linians hopeful that the politicians will
pay a severe price at the polls this fall.

It is no secret that legislative infight-
ing pitting Democrat against Democrat
and Republican against Democrat has a
constraining effect upon deliberations in
the legislature. With Democrats clearly
divided on redistricting and Republicans
united against the Democrats’ gerryman-
dering, it is no surprise that the majority
in each house passed redistricting legis-
lation that was thrown out by two duly

elected courts. Now, the Democrats may not like the fact
that the N.C. Supreme Court is dominated by Republicans
or that Superior Court Judge Knox Jenkins is an indepen-
dent. But so long as judges are cleanly elected there is little
reason to make charges of partisanship. That’s the way the
system is set up.

On the budget, things get perhaps less problematic,
but are more easily defined. We face a $1.5 billion budget
gap that constitutionally must be closed. Gov. Mike Easley
is counting on $250 million from a lottery that doesn’t ex-
ist to help close that hole. Will legislators pass it on their
own, or will they pass the hat to voters to make the deci-
sion in a referendum? Article II, Section 23 of the state con-
stitution stipulates that revenue-raising measures must be
approved by legislators.

All arguments against a state lottery aside, it is clear
that the legislature has direct responsibility to either pass
or reject the measure should it reach the floor. If it gets that
far, a doubtful proposition, it is not clear it would pass un-
less the politicians can use a referendum as an escape hatch
for refusing to do what they are paid to do.

If they had the courage to vote the issue up or down
without a referendum and passed it into law, they would
ensure that North Carolina state government would be in
the business of selling distilled spirits and running a gam-
bling operation. Add a branch for prostitution and you have
— the Mob. Individual liberty is one thing. A state-spon-
sored monopoly over the sale of vice subverts our free-
dom and the integrity of our political system.

Then there is the acquiescence of the legislature in the
governor’s seizure of funds designated for municipalities
to cover a budget deficit that is largely the result of state-
level mismanagement and malfeasance. As we have noted
previously, much of this deficit may in fact be laid at the
doorstop of once-Attorney General Easley. So now he has
taken over $209 million from local governments, is taking
several more hundreds of millions from hurricane relief
and tobacco settlement funds and raising taxes both to help
with the deficit and pay for university and community
college funds that we were told all along would not lead
to higher taxes—which they have. Sometimes, indeed,
chickens do come home to roost.

Basically, the legislature’s performance since the last
election has been a kaleidoscope of excuses looking for an
escape hatch. Taxes and spending rise continually. As we
have observed repeatedly, North Carolina’s total taxes ex-
ceed those of nearly every other state in the Southeast. We
have surpassed Massachusetts in taxes. The Locke Foun-
dation has offered an alternative budget that would pro-
vide for deficit elimination and cut taxes by $530 million.

So whether one is talking of redistricting, of the lot-
tery, or the budget this has been a dismal year for North
Carolina taxpayers. And state legislators, led by a hapless
and out-of-touch governor, have failed to execute their most
important duties. Regarding a decision on the one source
of revenue the governor most wants, many wish to pass it
off to voters to do something otherwise found objection-
able—deciding on a lottery.

This is more than just a shell game. This is a betrayal
of the public trust. We are told there will be no new taxes.
Then we get them. The upper echelons of our judicial es-
tablishment have been attacked and in some great mea-
sure censured by the General Assembly’s Democratic lead-
ership budget proposal, and redistricting is a partisan mess
now stained also by judicial activism. And we remain far
from having a viable budget.

One is reminded of the exclamation by Bulwer Lytton
in 1859, “Democracy is like the grave—it perpetually cries,
‘give, give’ and, like the grave, it never returns what it has
once taken.” Not a bad description of North Carolina’s
current political leadership.



There are times when the onset of economic dis-
tress requires us to revisit prior plans. This is
certainly the case with respect to the issuance of

previously approved bond issues for higher education in
North Carolina. As a recent report from the Pope Center
for Higher Education observed, while the University of
North Carolina system has begun design or construction
on only about half of the needed repair and renovation
projects, two-thirds of the new building projects are either
already under construction or being designed.

Once again we see misrepresentation vindicated as a
political tool while politicians are either certain of the
public’s gullibility or depend upon its short memory. In
1999 and 2000 the higher-education bonds were marketed
under terms that allegedly proved the need for billions of
dollars in new borrowing by the state. Predicted enroll-
ment increases, cited as one justification, are not keeping
pace with projections used to justify the new indebtedness,
or the potential for more debt that has already been autho-
rized.

So to begin with, voters were deliberately misled both
as to the purpose of the bonds and whether financing them
would mean higher taxes. It follows then that a contract of
sorts has been violated between the governors and the
governed. The agreement should therefore be revisited.
Until this matter is addressed appropriately it only makes
sense to put a moratorium on the bond issues.

With North Carolina facing a $1.5 billion deficit the
non-issuance of the higher education bonds slated for 2003
would save taxpayers $62 million in principal and interest
in the current fiscal year, $60.5 million in the next, and as
the Pope Center’s George Leef wrote, “not immediately
issuing the 2004 bonds would save $63 million in that year.”

As we write, it may be that politicians in Raleigh will
have already crafted their “solution” to the state’s budget
problems by depending upon $136 million in delinquent
tax revenue collections to which Revenue Secretary Norris
Tolson refuses to commit. He will affirm only $60 million
in such collections. But more disturbing trends are at work.

As the universities blather on about a lack of funds,
we have them already subverting the intended purpose of
the bonds. North Carolina State University seeks to build
a $65 million hotel, golf course, and conference center, fi-
nanced by another $80 million in taxable bonds. This is at
a time that the university has proposed closing its D.H.
Hill Library on Saturdays, laying off 27 library staff mem-
bers, including security guards, and terminating 750 jour-
nal subscriptions. After a decade of rebuilding the library’s
and university’s reputation, they would rather harm those
efforts and build a conference and high-end hotel estab-
lishment? This is unconscionable.

A moratorium on the bond issues authorized by vot-
ers in 2000 would not mean job layoffs in itself, and by
reducing the budget deficit would reduce the state’s need
to make layoffs of current employees. Repairs and renova-
tion, the maintenance of library and research facilities seem
to us far more important — not to mention that these were
promised priorities back in 1990 — than the revamping of
noneducational accoutrements such as UNC-Chapel Hill’s
Memorial Hall.

In the face of an out-of-control state deficit and obvi-
ous dishonesty about and misuse of bond issues already
approved and now being diverted for purposes other than
education, it is clear a moratorium on the higher-educa-
tion bond issues is in order. To do less would be to short-
change our university system and sustain duplicitous poli-
tics. In other words, to do less would simply sustain the
status quo. And that’s for the birds.
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Easley’s $10,400 Lottery Duty

John Hood

SHACKLE BONDS
 Put higher education bonds on hold

DMV MESS MOVE
Easley seeks transfer that may help

So, after decades of gross negligence and corruption
within the North Carolina Division of Motor Ve
hicles we finally witness some attempt to regain

control of what has largely become a dumping ground for
political hacks, partisan climbers, and those with a ten-
dency toward corruption. Gov. Mike Easley has made a
laudable move to deal with one of our state’s most corrupt
and incompetent agencies.

By proposing to merge the DMV’s Enforcement Divi-
sion with the Department of Crime Control and Public
Safety, Easley estimates the state’s taxpayers will save at
least $4 million a year, a welcome albeit small dollop of
savings in a time of massive deficits. It also makes sense
because, after all, the DMV Enforcement Division’s respon-
sibilities should be under the purview of Crime Control
and Public Safety.

But after decades of corruption and malfeasance one
can only wonder why it took so long to make this happen.
Much of the reason has to do with public pressure and
exposure as has been so admirably demonstrated by the
Asheville Citizen-Times. The newspaper’s work in expos-
ing, as they have noted, “ticket-fixing, bribe-taking, on-the-
job politicking, and selective enforcement of trucking laws”
is both admirable and valuable.

What remains objectionable is that Easley has only
addressed one-half of the problem. With his emphasis on
the financial aspects of his proposed merger, he has barely
mentioned the egregious corruption within the DMV. As
the Citizen-Times has observed, he continues to fail in ad-
dressing the current investigations by a federal grand jury

and other regulatory agencies. While one might make the
case that the chief executive shouldn’t interfere in on-go-
ing investigations, this by no means implies he can’t ad-
dress the issue. It’s not as though corruption at the DMV
or, for that matter, the Department of Transportation has
been a big secret. Indeed, it has been widely publicized for
decades. But, as the proverbial saying goes, each time there
is trouble, they simply rearrange the chairs on the Titanic
and one political hack after another takes the helm. Other
loyalists are recruited as stewards. And the people lose as
the ship bounces from iceberg to iceberg.

At least for now, and for once, we might see some
progress in cleaning up this mess. But between the licens-
ing of illegal aliens, the ticket-fixing, the bribery, the parti-
san politics, and lax regulation, there are many holes to fill
and many miles to go.

So we offer praise to Easley for going half of a mile to
solving this contemptible mess. And we are ever hopeful
that he will finish the job by responding forcefully to cred-
ible charges of criminality and corruption in the DMV. At
the appropriate time, with the appropriate mechanisms in
place, he should clean house top to bottom.            CJ

Gov. Mike Easley has talked a lot in the past
couple of years about the signature program
of his administration: a state-run lottery. He

has promised hundreds of millions of dollars in an-
nual revenues, dedicated to new education programs
(well, except for this year, when his budget uses lot-
tery revenues to cover the budget deficit).

There’s one question, however, that Easley has yet
to answer: How much will our governor commit to
spend playing the lottery himself?

You see, Easley and other lottery proponents claim
that a state-run game would be a painless,
even enjoyable way of generating new rev-
enue. They assure us that it wouldn’t take
advantage of the poor, the elderly, or com-
pulsive gamblers.

OK, let’s do some math. According to
the governor’s 2002-03 budget, he expects
six months worth of lottery play would
generate $250 million in state revenues. Be-
cause the state’s take is about a third of the
total, the administration is projecting an-
nual gross revenues of about $1.5 billion.

I should say right off the bat that this annual sales
number is suspect. It does not comport with the per-
formance of lotteries in most states in our region, nor
does it reflect the recent experience of South Carolina.

On that point, if a new North Carolina lottery du-
plicated the sales trend that our neighbor to the south
has experienced so far this year, gross sales would
come in at $1.2 billion — and this ignores the fact that
North Carolina would not have the level of cross-bor-
der sales that South Carolina currently experiences. If
we followed the average trend for Southern states with
lotteries, the gross sales would be even smaller, com-
ing in at around $1 billion, only two-thirds of Easley’s
rosy projection.

Projecting lottery sales per household

Nevertheless, let’s take Easley’s assertion at face
value and continue the analysis.

There are approximately 3.1 million households
in North Carolina. Only some of these will spend any
significant dollars playing a North Carolina state lot-
tery. A good 35 to 40 percent will probably never play,
as they are opposed to the lottery in the first place.
Others support the lottery because they expect others
to buy lots of tickets, thus reducing the need for tax
increases.

Let’s be generous and say that half of the state’s
households will play the game on a regular basis. That
means that, on average, these households will have to
spend about $957 a year, or about 2.4 percent of the
median household income of $39,184.

By the way, this estimate implies that some indus-
tries in North Carolina will experience lower revenues
as households shift a substantial percentage of their
disposable income to playing the lottery. Among other
effects, this means some countervailing revenue losses
as players forego the purchase of taxable goods — an

issue that Easley apparently doesn’t address in his
budget, thus generating yet another multi-million-
dollar hole in it.

What should the rich do?

If the lottery is not to be a steeply regressive way
of getting state revenue, then wealthier North Caro-
linians will have to play a lot more than poorer North
Carolinians. According to the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice, households with more than $100,000 in adjusted

gross income earn about 28 percent of in-
come in the state. In order for them to “con-
tribute” a proportional amount to state pro-
grams through the proposed lottery, they
would have to buy $425 million worth of
lottery tickets — or about $5,200 per house-
hold.

Does that seem silly to you? It should.
No one could possibly argue with a
straight face that North Carolina’s more
affluent families will shell out $100 a week

buying lottery tickets.
High-income families won’t do it out of some

warped sense of state patriotism, or out of ignorance.
Most people earning more than $100,000 are doing
so because they have invested their time and money
in getting a good education, because they work hard,
because they are productive and creative members
of society. They are unlikely to consider the odds of
winning lottery jackpots to be significant enough to
justify squandering their money on the game.

Many invest their disposable income in financial
markets, even in the midst of current gyrations on
Wall Street, because they know that thrift and patience
are the tickets to financial success, not lucky bolts out
of the blue.

In short, they are not the target demographic for
state lotteries, as the available data in other states
clearly show. Lotteries make their money dispropor-
tionately from the poor, from the poorly educated,
and from problem gamblers who really do run up
thousands of dollars in debts in a vain attempt to
strike it rich.

Maybe North Carolina’s lottery will, shall we say,
beat the odds. Maybe in our state the movers and
shakers will step up and do their fair share by flush-
ing $100 a week down a proverbial rat hole.

Gov. Mike Easley can set a good example, by
pledging today not just to play the average amount
playing his lottery but by doubling it. Will the gover-
nor of our state commit to buying $10,400 of lottery
tickets a year — for the children?

You never know. He might even win.  CJ

Hood is president of the John Locke Foundation, publisher
of Carolina Journal, and the author of Investor Politics:
The New Force That Will Transform American Busi-
ness, Government, and Politics in the 21st Century,
published by Templeton Foundation Press.
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Memorial Day: Where Were the Flags?

Let’s be clear, the goal
of the terrorists is to
destroy the American
way of life and to un-
dermine democracy
around the world.

By MARC ROTTERMAN
Contributing Editor��

RALEIGH

I  had my column almost written and ready to submit
for this edition—but then Memorial Day 2002 ar-
rived, and I had to stop and change direction. What

occurred to me was that on Memorial weekend I saw vir-
tually no flags.�

That seemed odd, particularly in light of the situation
this nation finds itself in today. We all felt a burst of patrio-
tism and sense of outrage after the September 11th attacks.
Many Americans who did not own a flag could not buy
one at the stores as supplies were depleted.

Now, just nine months after the slaughter of more than
3,200 people in the worst terrorism attack ever to take place
on American soil, the flags that were
prominently visible are now few and far
between.� I ask myself this: “Where are
the flags now?”

Was patriotism just a fad?
�
Cynically I wonder, “Was it just a

fad?” Are we so self-centered as a nation
that we could have already forgotten?�
Since it did not hit us here in Raleigh, are
we so removed from what happened in
New York and Washington that we have become compla-
cent?�

In the last 10 days we’ve had numerous warnings about
the clear and present danger of terrorism from alerts at
our airports, ports, and nuclear facilities.�

The war on terrorism is still ongoing…the danger is
still present…and troubling new problems loom ahead, the
possibility of suicide bombers in this country, the use of
suitcase nuclear devises…the list of heinous scenarios
grows almost daily.

We still have troops in Afghanistan and it is clear that
they will not be home in the foreseeable future.

There are new revelations of memos and warnings
about events before the September 11th attacks.�

Clearly, the agencies that guard our national security
before Sept. 11 had become too bureaucratic and too cen-
tralized. We now know that the INS dropped the ball, and
the jury is still out on what the FBI knew and did about the
so-called 20th hijacker.

Time is not on our side, and Monday-morning
quarterbacking by pundits and ambitious politicians, in
my view, is not healthy. Also, I do not believe an indepen-
dent commission is the answer. We have intelligence over-
sight committees that are well on their way to looking into
the inadequacies of our national security apparatus.

However, there are things we can do immediately.� First
and foremost we should scrap the INS as it is presently
constituted and rebuild that agency from the ground up.�
We should also tighten our borders and consider a mili-
tary presence on both the borders of Canada and Mexico.�
It goes without saying that we should be much stricter
about who we let in this country.�The debate needs to start
on whether we should restrict any and all access to the
United States from nations that support or that have ties
to countries that sponsor terrorism.�This is not, in my opin-
ion, racial profiling.�This, in the view of many, is common
sense.�After all, 15 of the 19 terrorists were from Saudi
Arabia. It has been widely reported that many Saudis con-
tinue to raise money for organizations that sponsor
terrorism.�Let’s be clear, the goal of the terrorists is to de-

stroy the American way of life and to
undermine democracy around the
world.�We need to adjust to these new
realities.�

The first role of government is to
defend and protect its people.�Civil lib-
ertarians will cry foul about domestic
intelligence gathering. We must be
mindful of the constitution. However,
we are at war, and those who would
harm us are not likely citizens of this
great country. We are in unchartered

waters and the times dictate extraordinary measures. We
can no longer afford to be politically correct.

Definition of a hero

Maybe Specialist Matthew L. Hinck (U.S. Army’s 101st
Airborne) said it best: “The next generation deserves to
grow up with peace in their lives like we did… Being here
(in Kandahar) is the best thing I can do for my country”
(Parade Magazine, 5/26/02).

That is why I was dismayed when I saw so few flags
flying Memorial Day.�Flying the flag, in my mind, shows a
renewed determination to protect democracy, express an
appreciation for our country and all it symbolizes, and re-
minds us of the value of every life.�We also have a new
definition of what it means to be a real hero.

“Where are the flags? Maybe the flags are on our hearts
or lapels.�Let’s hope that’s the case.�Maybe that’s where
they have to be for each of us to have the personal resolve
we will need as we face the threat of terrorism in the years
to come.            CJ

Marc Rotterman is a senior fellow at the John Locke Foundation
and treasurer of the American Conservative Union.

Immigration rate highest since 1850s

The United States is accepting immigrants at
a faster rate than at any time since the 1850s,
according to 2000 census data. Supporters of
stricter limits on immigration say the figures
indicate the challenge of integrating tens of mil-
lions of newcomers into American society, chal-
lenges that will only grow if current policies
remain in place.

Immigration supporters say that the 1990s
prove the success of American immigration poli-
cies, and because the country attracts immigrants
at all levels immigration helps the United States
maintain its economic, political, and cultural edge.

Nearly 52 percent of immigrants came from
Latin American countries, and they were less-
skilled than previous waves of immigrants from
Europe and Asia.

The 31.3 million foreign-born U.S. residents
counted in the 2000 census amounted to 11.3
million more than were tallied in 1990. They
comprise 11.1 percent of the U.S. population—or
one in every nine residents.

In addition to the 51.7 percent of immigrants
living in the United States in 2000 who came from
Latin America, 26.4 percent were Asiatics, 15.8
percent came from Europe, 2.8 percent were from
Africa, and 2.7 percent came from Canada.

The overall percentage of foreign-born who
have become citizens—40.3 percent—is about the
same as previous immigrants.

Released inmates fail to reform

Justice Department statistics show that 67
percent of inmates released from state prisons in
1994 were rearrested for at least one new, serious
crime within three years, five percentage points
higher than among prisoners released in 1983.

The recidivism rate for motor-vehicle theft
was 79 percent, 77 percent for possessing stolen
property, 75 percent for larceny, 74 percent for
burglary, and 70 percent for those using, possess-
ing or trafficking in illegal weapons.

Forty-one percent of those rearrested had
been imprisoned for homicide, 46 percent for
rape, and 51 percent for driving under the influ-
ence of drugs or alcohol. But only about one
percent of the released prisoners who served time
for murder were rearrested for murder—and two
percent of rapists were reincarcerated within three
years for another rape.

Men were more likely than women to be
rearrested, blacks more likely than whites, and
non-Hispanics more likely than Hispanics to be
imprisoned.

Addiction to government grows

A new study by William Beach of the Heri-
tage Foundation documents Americans’ grow-
ing reliance on government. While the rate of
increase has slowed in recent years, the level of
dependency is still climbing and may be on the
verge of another rapid expansion.

The study measures federal spending from
1962 to 2002 in five areas where similar private or
community-based services also exist: housing aid,
health and welfare support, retirement, post-sec-
ondary education and agricultural services.

Dependency has grown by 117 percent since
1962 and 38 percent in the last two decades. It has
grown 9 percent since George W. Bush took of-
fice.

The government now spends five times as
much on retirement programs, eight times as
much on education and nine times as much on
health and welfare as it did in 1962, after inflation.
Nearly 27 million people depended on the federal
government in 1962, while 70.6 million do today
— a 162 percent rise, or three times the rate of the
population growth.

While the rate of growth has slowed recently,
it continues. The study estimates it will grow 50
percent over the next 20 years, absent policy
changes.          CJ
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Are Our Textile and Apparel Industries Doomed?

UNC-CH Makes Smart Move to Eliminate Early Decision

By MICHAEL L. WALDEN
Contributing Editor

RALEIGH

More than 100,000 jobs in North Carolina’s textile
and apparel industries have been cut in just the
past decade. This is a truly sobering statistic.

And it is likely to get worse as the latest projections from the
U.S. Department of Labor predict more textile and apparel
job losses in the coming decade.

So are the textile and apparel industries doomed in
North Carolina? Based on a recent study from the National
Bureau of Economic Research, the answer is “maybe not”!

A tale of two different industries

The NBER study looks at the textile and apparel indus-
tries from a national perspective, so we can’t be certain the
trends exactly fit North Carolina. But the study certainly
confirms the job losses. Nationally, 160,000 textile jobs and
400,000 apparel jobs have been lost since 1990.

Yet different reasons appear to be behind the job changes
in textiles and apparel, in part because the two industries
do different things. Generally speaking, the textile indus-
try takes raw materials and turns them into fabric. The
apparel industry takes the fabric and turns it into final
products such as clothing, drapes, and carpet.

A major reason for the decrease in employment in the
textile industry has been significant investment in technol-
ogy and the resulting increase in labor productivity. The
average capital stock per employee in the textile industry
increased by more than 25 percent in the 1980s and early
1990s, and output per worker rose by more than 50 percent.
Consequently, fewer workers have been needed to pro-
duce the same amount of textile products. These changes
are similar to what has occurred in agriculture in the past
five decades.

Interestingly, U.S. textile exports since 1972 have actu-
ally increased faster than textile imports into our country.
U.S. textile exports increased by 374 percent compared to a
168 percent increase in U.S. textile imports. And textile
production in North Carolina was greater in 1999 than 20
years earlier.

Apparel industry moved abroad

The story is different for the apparel industry. The cut
and sew tasks have not been as amenable to technological
innovation. In fact, the capital stock per employee in ap-
parel actually fell in a recent 20-year period. As a result, job
losses in apparel have been more due to employment

moving to low labor-cost countries. This is reflected in the
increased gap between apparel imports and exports. From
1972 to 1997, the gap between U.S. apparel imports and
exports grew by 830 percent.

But the news isn’t all bad from the NBER study. The
study revealed an interesting and important fact. While
many factories have been closed and jobs cut, new factories
have opened and new jobs have been created at the same
time. During the 1970s, 1980s, and early 1990s, almost one-
fourth of the textile plants and about one-half of the apparel
plants in existence were plants that had opened within the
past five years. Two textile and apparel jobs were created
for every three jobs lost.

The net result is still significant job losses in textiles and
apparel. But the fact that new plants have opened and new
jobs have been created suggests the textile and apparel
industries are changing rather than dying. Further analysis
in the study shows smaller, less-efficient plants are being
closed and larger, more-efficient plants are being opened.

The future

So the future of the domestic textile and apparel indus-
tries may not be as bleak as thought by many. The evidence
suggests the industries are changing in the wake of new
competitors and new markets.

The future is for leaner, more-productive industries
that employ fewer workers and focus on higher-valued
products.

The textiles and apparel industries will continue to be
an employer in North Carolina, but more so of skilled,
technical workers operating in an increasingly high-tech
environment.            CJ

Michael L. Walden is a William Neal Reynolds distinguished
professor in the Department of Agricultural and Resource Eco-
nomics at North Carolina State University and an adjunct
scholar with the Locke Foundation.

By MICHAEL LOWREY
Associate Editor

CHARLOTTE

S chools are out for the summer, and thousands of
rising high school seniors are trying to figure out
which colleges are right for them. Along with where

to apply, increasingly they face questions of when and how
to apply. The growing popularity of “early decision” has
changed the entire college selection process, though not in
a manner that is necessarily good for all
those seeking to get into top-notch
schools. UNC-Chapel Hill has just de-
cided to end its early-decision option, a
bold move that carries some cost. None-
theless, the university should be praised
for its decision.

Early decision is a form of consider-
ation traditionally available at most top-
tier universities and colleges. In recent
years, early-decision programs have also
appeared at many average schools. Early
decision is intended to allow top students who are certain
of where they want to go to college to apply early and get
to the heart of the matter—whether they get in. Potential
students apply to an earlier deadline, typically in early
November, and agree to both apply to only that one school
and attend if accepted. (Nonbinding early-consideration
options are called “early action.”) The colleges, in return,
agree to make a much faster decision on applications. For
any high school senior and their parents, early decision
offers one obvious advantage—they will know early on

whether the student got into the one school of their choice.
For applicants who have a good understanding of the

admissions process and money, early decision also allows
a means to game the system, to use a college’s admissions
goals for their own advantage.

Top schools accept a low percentage of applicants but
have a high percentage of those they accept. The latter is
called the “yield rate.” Both the acceptance rate and the
yield rate are closely watched by colleges and are among

the criteria used by U.S. News to rate
schools. Of course, both are things that
colleges have some influence over. Send-
ing more admissions counselors out, for
example, can generate extra applications,
and, in turn, a lower acceptance if a
school doesn’t change the size of its
incoming class. The yield rate is heavily
dependent on the number of students
who are accepted through early deci-
sion. In theory, all those accepted
through early decision should enroll. By

comparison, the yield, even at top schools, for those ac-
cepted through the regular application process may be
only about 30 percent.

An astute applicant who isn’t likely to get financial aid
uses the system to his advantage by applying through early
admission even if he is only an average candidate for the
school he wants to attend. Colleges are looking to admit
through early admissions; it makes them look good. At
many top schools, 40 percent or more of an incoming class
is selected through early decision. A recent Harvard study,

however, notes that on average those accepted through
early decision had lower SAT scores and moderately weaker
academic background than students admitted through the
regular application process.

 While early decision can be a useful process for certain
college applicants, it is not an option for all college-bound
high school seniors. The problem, obviously, is the require-
ment that those using early decision apply to only one
school.

Those who are not sure which school is right for them
by November of their senior year in high school—or those
who are interested in seeing which college might offer a
scholarship or the best financial aid package—can’t make
effective use of early decision. As a result, early decision in
practice often favors the offspring of the well-to-do with
knowledge of the admissions process over those of more
humble backgrounds or with less familiarity with the
system.

There are other serious criticisms of early decision. It
can make the senior year in high school virtually irrelevant.
There are also cases of students applying through early
decision and then realizing they aren’t sure that they actu-
ally wish to attend the school they had committed to.

Despite the criticism of early decision, it still takes lead-
ership to address the issue. This is especially true when
one’s self-interest, in the form of U.S. News ranking, might
be adversely effected by one’s action. For this, UNC-Chapel
Hill should be praised.

The move to eliminate early decision has already fur-
ther enlivened debate and, hopefully, will help move us to
a better college admissions process.            CJ

A worker churns out fabric on a machine at a textile plant in Alabama.

While early decision
can be a useful pro-
cess for certain col-
lege applicants, it’s not
an option for all col-
lege-bound seniors.
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By ESTE’ WILLIAMS
Capital Fashion Correspondent

RALEIGH

F resh off his successful promotion of adorning Capi-
tol statues in Carolina Hurricanes game jerseys, Gov.
Mike Easley has his eyes set on another sports cam-

paign. Easley’s newly formed sports promotion commis-
sion, Broaden Interest and Knowledge of Intramural Na-
tional Invitations (BIKINI), spokesman Kermit Forg an-
nounced a new campaign to highlight the recent successes
of the Weismueller Middle School swim team. The school’s
intrepid swimmers finished in second place during the re-
cent National Jamboree swimming event held in Raleigh.

“This astonishing grand achievement called for a spe-
cial celebration to highlight the successes of our swimming
team,” Forg said. Several statues at the Capitol were
dressed in swim gear to commemorate the event, follow-
ing the dressing of the statues of George Washington, An-
drew Jackson and others in hockey jerseys during the
Stanley Cup series.

 “By decorating these statues with Weismueller Middle
School swimsuits, we show that their accomplishments
equal that of those we honor with memorials,” Forg said.

Teachers Helping Organize National Get-togethers
(THONG), who helped organize the event, agreed. “We
hope for many more THONG-BIKINI-sponsored events in
the future. To draw more attention and support to THONG-
BIKINI activity is the sole purpose for our organization,”
Holly Haltertop, spokeswoman for THONG and a teacher
at Weismueller Middle School, said.

“Advertising successes such as those of the swimming
competition will help with the industrial development of
North Carolina,” said Bobby Bubblehead of the Industrial
Development Commission. “We are authorizing a $400,000
study of how to promote economic development by sen-
sationalizing sport events.”

Tommy Anatomy, the coach of a high school swim team
who was visiting the Capitol, agreed: “If I owned a com-
pany, I would relocate to a state that was dressing up
George Washington in a bathing suit in a heartbeat.”

Members of Easley’s staff said the Capitol grounds
could provide the raw material that could feed North
Carolina’s economic engine. Gubernatorial aide Doogie
Crockett pointed to the hundreds of squirrels that reside
in the trees. “I’m sure all Baby Boomers have fond memo-
ries of their coonskin caps from the 1950s,” he said. “Well,
squirrel skin makes wonderful swim gear. Just think of the
impact these squirrels could have on the state’s economy.”

Not wanting to be outdone, Raleigh Mayor Charles
Meeker came up with a proposal of his own. “Not only
will I dress up the statue of Sir Walter Raleigh in swim
gear,” he said, “but also to commemorate the outstanding
achievement of the students of Weismueller Middle School
I will conduct all city council meetings dressed only in a
thong for the remainder of the month.”

However, after the next meeting, the remaining coun-
cil members were able to persuade the mayor to revert to
more traditional clothing. “His thong was a distraction
throughout the meeting,” Councilman Kiernan Shanahan
said.

Although the promotional efforts of Easley and Meeker
were received positively by most of the population, there
were a few dissenting voices.

“This is a disgrace to Washington,” Joe Stiff said.
“Dressing him up in a bikini denigrates his contribution to
the founding of our nation. Washington would have never
worn a bikini.”

But Walter Luney, history professor and resident Wash-
ington scholar at North Carolina State University, disagrees.

“Washington was an avid swimmer. If he would have
had access to a bikini, there is every reason to believe he
would have worn it when crossing the Delaware.”         CJ

Easley Makes a Splash With Sports Promotions
Governor follows Hurricanes campaign with celebration for Weismueller swim team; squirrels next?

The statue of Charles McIver sports a snappy swimsuit.


